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Methodological Challenges of the Evaluation of
Intelligent Transportation Systems by Simulation
Holger Döbler and Stefan Dietzel
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Email: holger.doebler@informatik.hu-berlin.de, stefan.dietzel@hu-berlin.de
Abstract—Users of road networks are often assumed to choose
their routes according to Wardrop’s first principle, which leads
to a user equilibrium. However, by coordination of route choice,
the users may significantly reduce their average travel cost,
e. g., travel time. This potential for improvement is an obvious
application for future intelligent transportation systems (ITS).
In this article we discuss the various explicit and tacit assumptions one has to make in order to study the characteristics
of cooperative route choice methods, e. g., assumptions about
the traffic model, drivers’ behavior, available information, and
communication channels. We motivate our discussion with an
exemplary study of the effects of limited market penetration of a
simple idealized toy ITS that optimizes its users’ total travel cost
by coordinating their route choice using simulated annealing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To motivate the potential benefits of cooperative route
choice in urban road networks, consider the prisoner’s
dilemma [1] or Braess’ paradox [2]. The former is a simple
two player game often studied in game theory that demonstrates that cooperative behavior may be beneficial for all
players, compared to egoistic behavior. Braess’ paradox is an
example of a congestion game that demonstrates how egoistic
users of an idealized road network may benefit from closing
one link in the network or, equivalently, from cooperatively
agreeing not to use that link at all.
It has often been proposed [3], [4] that cooperative route
choice is a potential application of intelligent transportation
systems (ITSs), where users share their knowledge and transport demand in order to compute a globally optimal route
assignment or at least a route assignment that is better than
the user equilibrium. The problem for system optimal route
assignment has been solved macroscopically for static flows
in small example networks [5], but macroscopic models are
usually not applicable to time-varying demand. There also
exist first approaches to compute approximations of optimal
cooperative routes for time-varying demand using stochastic
optimization and microscopic/mesoscopic traffic models [6]–
[8] but their authors focus mainly on the algorithmic challenge
to compute the route assignment efficiently and robustly.
Instead of developing a complex route choice optimization scheme with all bells and whistles, we address the
methodological boundary conditions that have to be applied
when analyzing the performance and achievements of the
optimization. As an example we present an idealized ITS that
computes an approximative optimal route assignment based
on perfect knowledge about future demand and full user

compliance. To evaluate this optimization scheme we compare
the resulting total travel time of all users in the optimized
case with the dynamic user equilibrium (DUE). In order to
make the evaluation more interesting, we assume that the ITS
is not used by all drivers in the road network but only by a
fraction r ∈ [0, 1] of them. This is, we want to study the ITS’s
performance depending on its market penetration.
The purpose of introducing this ITS is, however, solely
to have an example of an ITS’ evaluation. This example
contains many idealizations that are commonly made when
when studying traffic optimization by means of simulation.
In the following we discuss these idealizations’ impact on the
evaluation’s results and address how the idealized assumptions
may be loosened in order to make the evaluation’s results more
practically relevant.
II. T OY ITS
To study the effects of route choice optimization we need
a traffic model/scenario as well as an optimization scheme.
On the one hand we would like to study a real world
traffic scenario with realistic demand instead of a constructed
minimal example network like the Braess’ paradox’ graph
because constructed examples tend to carry the risk of being
pathological examples. On the other hand our primary goal is
to reflect on the evaluation. Therefore neither does the traffic
model need to be very accurate, nor does the optimization
scheme need to be efficient. Instead we stick to a simple traffic
model as well as a simple optimization strategy in order to
avoid the accidental introduction of unforeseen side effects or
biases.
We propose a toy ITS that optimizes the total travel time
of all of its users by adapting their routes. It is laid out as
pure offline optimization, i. e., the complete origin-destinationmatrix (OD-matrix) describing the demand of all drivers is
assumed to be known a priori as a list of tuples <departure
time,origin,destination>. In addition, the demand and fixed
route choice of all other drivers in the network, the nonusers, is assumed to be known as a list of tuples <departure
time, route>. Note that throughout this article we use the
term user for drivers using the ITS, non-user for egoistic
drivers, and drivers to referP
to all of them. The objective
function F : <routes> 7→
i∈{cars} TTi is evaluated via
the SUMO traffic simulator in mesoscopic mode MESO. An
approximation of the resulting system optimal route assignment is computed iteratively using a rudimentary simulated
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Fig. 1. Travel time saving of [users|all drivers] achieved by [(a) fully|(b)
parochially] altruistic route choice behavior for different market penetration
ratios r. Before aggregation, values were normalized to the travel times
observed in case of the DUE. Each data point corresponds to ten measurements
consisting of a user equilibration followed by optimization. Data for r = 0
was not measured but is given only for sake of completeness. The error bars
depict the standard deviation.

annealing approach. In each iteration a solution candidate ci
is modified by changing a few users’ routes resulting in a
modified solution candidate c0i . As choice set for each vehicle’s
routes we use the paths with highest local optimality ratio
as described in [9]. F (c0i ) is computed using MESO and
depending on F (ci ) and F (c0i ) and a temperature T , either
ci or c0i is selected as ci+1 .
As toy scenario we use the iTETRIS Bologna scenario [10]
that incorporates 11,000 trips within one hour. We want to
investigate a situation where a fraction r ∈ [0, 1] of all car
drivers use an ITS in order to cooperatively choose routes
that minimize the total travel time. The other (1 − r) of the
users are assumed to stick to the DUE routes that they had
used, if no one used the ITS.
We want to study and compare the following two cases: in
case a users are truly altruistic in the sense that they seek
to optimize the total travel time of all drivers, users and
non-users. In case b users are parochially altruistic, so they
optimize the total travel time of users but disregard the travel
time of non-users.
In Fig. 1 we show the users’ costs and all drivers’ costs
relative to the corresponding DUE costs for different values of
ITS market penetration rate r. Data for altruistic user behavior,
where the objective function is the sum of travel times of all
drivers, is shown as well as data for parochially altruistic user
behavior, where the objective function is the sum of users’
travel times only, disregarding other drivers. The values for
r = 0 correspond to all drivers behaving egoistically, i. e.,
to the pure DUE and therefore equal 1. r = 1 corresponds
to full system optimal routing, so we can read from the plot

that the DUE has about 6% higher costs than the computed
system optimum. From the intermediate cases we read two
rather surprising outcomes: first, the effect of optimization
is large already for small market penetration ratios for both
flavors of altruism. Second, and even more surprisingly, even
in case of truly altruistic optimization, the users’ benefit seems
to be greater than the non-users benefit for optimization. This
observation is counter-intuitive in so far that while users and
non-users are equally respected in the objective function, the
users are those potentially taking detours, while non-users
stick to the unilaterally fastest routes. For the latter we see
at least two possible explanations: on the one hand, the data
for users’ costs and total costs are very close, yet measured
with a high uncertainty. Therefore this difference might be a
random artifact due to the small sample size. On the other
hand, we assumed the non-users to stick to their precomputed
DUE routes. After optimization, however, the traffic conditions
have changed and these routes to not obey Wardrop’s first
principle of an egoistic driver anymore. Therefore users are,
by means of the optimization, not only able to take detours in
order to allow for less congestion. Users, in contrast to nonusers, are also able to adapt their routes to the altered traffic
conditions.
This gives rise to the question whether we used a good
model for egoistically driving non-users. We will come back
to this question in Section III-C where we discuss the assumptions about the unoptimized status quo in more detail.
III. M ETHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
When we set up the scenario for our evaluation we made
various assumptions. Some of these are now addressed in
detail.
A. Input uncertainty
We assumed the OD matrix and the traffic model to be
known exactly. In order to measure in how far our results
depend on this knowledge, we introduce some noise in the
OD matrix in terms of randomly perturbing the departure
times. For given original departure times (ti ) = (t0 , . . . , tN )
that come with the iTETRIS scenario, we construct perturbed
departure times (ti )0 as t0i = ti +∆ti where the ∆ti are drawn
uniformlyPat random from [0, 2X] with the constraint that
N
∆t = N1 i=1 ∆ti = X. We applied this perturbation with
different values of ∆t and repeated the optimization for r = 1
in two different ways (see Fig. 2). When we optimize routes
for the original unperturbed departure times and evaluate the
objective function for perturbed departure times, the resulting
travel times show a surprising dependence on ∆t. For very
small perturbations the travel times become higher than the
corresponding DUE and have a large variance. This effect
however decreases for larger perturbations of a few seconds
per vehicle. For even larger perturbations in the order of tens
of seconds per vehicle the travel time’s variance stays low,
while the mean value further increases. We explain that effect
with the complex nature of the traffic model, especially in
the vicinity of a system optimum, i. e., when bottlenecks are
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Fig. 2. Travel time savings of optimized routes (r = 1, altruistic) for
perturbed departure times. For the upper data series a fixed optimized route
assignment was evaluated for different perturbations. For the lower data series,
routes where optimized for each instance of departure time perturbations. All
travel times are normalized to the DUE with unperturbed departure times.

loaded at the very edge of their capacity and the system is at
the border to become congested.
If, on the other hand, we perturb the departure times first and
then compute system optimal routes for the modified departure
times, we retain the travel time savings to the full extent within
the observed measurement uncertainties.
We conclude that our ITS indeed relies heavily on the exact
knowledge of the OD matrix and is therefore not a suitable
approach for real world applications. We go even further
and postulate that the fragility of our solutions is founded
in the requirement of pure offline optimization. An optimal
route assignment for a noisy OD matrix can, in general, not
be computed a priori but it will will be necessary to take
additional information about the evolving traffic state and
future traffic demand into account as it becomes available.
This ansatz resembles online optimization.
Yet we emphasize that the non-applicability of offline optimization does not invalidate our results concerning truly vs.
parochially altruistic behavior in limited marked penetration
situations. As we have shown by computing the optima
after applying the departure time noise, the potential for
improvement exists, despite the algorithm to compute the route
assignment was based on unrealistic assumptions.
In the following sections we highlight other questionable
assumptions commonly made when evaluating system-optimal
navigation algorithms. For the sake of brevity, we restrict
ourselves to propose ways how to empirically study their
impacts, instead of presenting more of these meta-evaluations
in this article.
B. Quality of the traffic model
The traffic model we use in our evaluation to measure the
benefits of our ITS (the assumed real model) is the very same
model that we use in our optimization algorithm to estimate
the value of the objective function. This implies the tacit

assumption that our knowledge and implementation of the real
traffic model is perfect.
To study the impact of this assumption one could either
artificially modify the parameters of one of these models or
even use completely different traffic models.
C. Dynamic user equilibrium
In our toy model we used SUMO’s duaIterate tool
that performs MESO simulations alternately with shortest path
search to compute an approximation of the DUE. This DUE
that we assume as the status quo of unoptimized route choice is
based on the following assumptions, each of which is already
somewhat questionable on its own: first, all drivers choose
their routes egoistically according to Wardrop’s first principle.
Second, the characteristics of the road network as well as
the daily traffic demand do not vary from day to day. Third,
all drivers have perfect knowledge about the future traffic
conditions, because of their knowledge of historical data.
It is argued [11], [12] that based on these assumptions the
route choice of real world drivers in a daily recurring traffic
scenario will iteratively converge towards a DUE.
So an interesting question is: “In how far is the ‘omniscient
homo economicus in a strictly periodic world’ a good model of
the average real urban driver?” While answering this question
quantitatively would require some sociological field research,
we could experiment with mixing some drivers with a fundamentally different strategies into our model and measure the
effects. This question is also addressed in [13], [14].
D. Elastic demand
As already stated, the knowledge on future demand in a real
world traffic scenario is limited to some uncertainty. Demand
may fluctuate between successive days or follow trends on
different time scales but is still assumed to be an independent
input to the problem.
But the assumption of a rational driver imposes even more
complex effects to take place. Consider a commuter who wants
her travel demand satisfied with as low cost (travel time) as
possible. Under the presence of public transport she might
regularly use the train because all reasonable road routes are
always jammed and therefore induce a higher cost. If the
road traffic is optimized using an ITS, her shortest road travel
time would drop below the train’s travel time which would
in turn let her use the car, thereby increasing the total traffic
demand on the road network. Thus, real world traffic demand
will depend on the traffic conditions and thereby on the route
choice as well.
Again, we know of no quantitative model of how an average
traveler considers mode change as an option in order to achieve
minimal cost.
On the other hand it would be fairly simple to experiment
with such drivers, user or non-user, in scenarios like iTETRIS
Bologna, that already contain public transport.
E. Required communication channels
Already the DUE requires some communication because
of the assumption that every driver has perfect knowledge
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about historical data. On the other hand one could argue
that each driver gains the knowledge about historical traffic
states purely from periodically probing different routes. At
the same time there are already well established channels
available for distribution of traffic information, like FM radio
traffic reporting, Traffic Message Channel, or conventional
proprietary car navigation systems. The drivers’ usage of
this offer of information will impact the characteristics of
the resulting DUE, but to our knowledge there is no known
quantitative model of the average egoistic urban driver with
respect to how much and which specific information is taken
into account to perform route choice.
An ITS may require even more communication. For the
proposed pure offline optimization strategy it would be sufficient that each user publishes her desired departure time and
location as well as destination location a priori to, e. g., a
central traffic coordination system and receive a route in return.
While this information could be transmitted with messages
of a few bytes in either direction without any necessity for
short delays, we have pointed out in Section III that pure
offline optimization will in general lead to fragile optima. To
complement the offline approach with online optimization in
order to react on unforeseen future traffic conditions requires
the users to exchange information about the observed traffic
state as well as to receive information about possibly changing
routes during the trip. This is likely to increase the amount
of data that needs to be transmitted between vehicles, either
directly or via a centralized route coordination infrastructure.
Because this information would need to be distributed in
real time, it also manifests some upper bound on acceptable
communication delays.
In addition, by asking users to publish their traffic demands,
we silently assume that all users know their own demand
significantly ahead of time, that users have no privacy concerns
regarding their trips, and that no user or non-user has the
incentive to inject incorrect demand information in order to
exploit the ITS.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Using a simplistic ITS and an evaluation of the effects of
limited market penetration we have emphasized some of the
assumptions that are made in our evaluation. All of these are
idealizations that help to make the evaluation by means of
traffic simulation less complex.

For some properties of the system, quantitative knowledge
about the corresponding real world behavior cannot be gained
with mathematical techniques and traffic simulation only. On
the other hand we have pointed out how the effect of relaxing
these tight constraints could be studied computationally.
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Evaluating Misbehavior Detection for Vehicular
Networks
Rens W. van der Heijden, Frank Kargl
Institute of Distributed Systems
Ulm University
Ulm, Germany
Email: rens.vanderheijden@uni-ulm.de
Abstract—The literature proposes a large variety of different misbehavior detection mechanisms for vehicular networks,
which are designed to separate attacks and faulty data from
legitimate data. Most of these mechanisms are evaluated using
techniques adopted from the field of intrusion detection. However,
because misbehavior detection is content-oriented, and includes
the detection of faulty data, it is possible that such data may
be indistinguishable from an attack. This paper discusses and
critically reflects upon different evaluation strategies used in the
literature, and provides some recommendations for authors.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Vehicular networks are one area where misbehavior detection provides a significant benefit, because integrity is more
important than confidentiality, and the data correctness plays
a much more significant role than for regular networks. The
literature has already developed many schemes, which are
evaluated in widely different ways and with very different
tools. Some are analytical, some are simulative and sometimes
there are limited experimental cases.
Similarly, the data that is verified is normally applicationspecific, and not independent of surrounding vehicles (i.e., a
ground truth cannot be established for just the particular message content that is being evaluated), which makes analytical
approaches very difficult. Additionally, analytical approaches
often require simplifications that could again be exploited by
an attacker. Experimental approaches have different issues;
experiments are expensive to perform, and cannot necessarily
be applied to all settings, especially when the consequences
are dangerous (e.g., attempting to trigger a crash on a highway
for experimentation is not ethically or financially feasible).
Nevertheless, experimental approaches can still provide some
benefit in estimating the behavior of a system in an attackerfree environment, and the resulting data set can be artificially
extended with attacks [1].
Work on Intrusion Detection System (IDS) validation has
already seen that it is difficult to compare results between
IDSs, but this is made harder by the fact that Misbehavior
Detection Systems (MDSs) are much more varied, and often
designed to work with data. Many other questions play a role:
should detection happen on a per-packet basis or a per-node
basis? Is the goal to eventually detect all attackers, or to detect
the most attackers with the lowest latency? What kind of
attacks are considered? Is there application logic that tries to
be fault tolerant?

The evaluation of misbehavior detection mechanisms is
often strongly influenced by what kind of attacks the authors
were considering. This makes comparisons across published
results very difficult. There seem to be no satisfactory evaluation metrics in the literature that both catch the subtleties of
misbehavior detection, while still remaining general enough to
be applicable to more than just a specific mechanism.
In this paper, we aim to give an overview of the most
common evaluation techniques and metrics, and discuss their
suitability for evaluating misbehavior detection. The contribution is two-fold; the paper can be used as reference material,
but we also aim to provide a common ground that authors can
use to compare their work to that of other authors.
II. E VALUATION S TRATEGY
In this paper, we limit ourselves to simulated evaluation
strategies. These strategies enable reliable and reproducible
experiments in a variety of settings, and enable analysis of
detector performance on a large scale. Although there has been
work on empirical analysis of attacks [1], such studies are extremely difficult to generalize and verify without a significant
deployment of vehicular communication systems, which are
still in their deployment phases at the time of writing. There
is a wide variety of network and vehicle behavior simulation
tools, with different scenarios; however, these are not the
primary topic of this paper. For more information on this topic,
refer to studies that compare simulation environments [2], [3].
However, what is important to consider for this paper
is the significant variables that could have an impact on
overall detection performance, and which should be analyzed
individually to make general statements about the suitability
of a detection mechanism. The most significant parameters
here include the amount of attackers, the amount of legitimate
vehicles and the driving scenario. By studying these parameters, authors can gain an insight into whether their detector has
weaknesses in specific scenarios, and how it performs when
significant message loss is encountered, and these are often
also used in the evaluation of vehicular applications. In all
cases, repetitions under different simulation seeds are used
whenever probabilistic models of, e.g., the communication
channel are considered. The amount of attackers is a first step
to determine whether the detector is resilient against attacks.
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Resilience against attack is a metric that is difficult to
quantify, however; it is particularly challenging to consider
sufficiently distinct attacks, and to implement these attacks
correctly. Because detectors are often designed to detect specific attacks, it is tempting to implement exactly these attacks
and then show that the detector performs well. Therefore, it
is important to clearly specify the attacker model, including
how exactly this attack works, and whether or not attackers
can cooperate (collaborative attackers) and whether or not
attackers can create a limited amount of additional identities
(Sybil attackers). In the latter case, the attacker uses different
pseudonymous identities that are possibly linkable by an
authority; in the former case, multiple independent vehicles
are attacker-controlled (e.g., this could be due to malware).
Having considered the evaluation strategies, authors should
next consider what an appropriate metric for validation is.
Most mechanisms will perform well in some metrics, and
worse in others; it is therefore important to clearly state what
the evaluation metric is. For comparative studies, this means
that different metrics need to be considered, requiring an
evaluation strategy that is as independent from the evaluated
mechanisms as possible.
III. E VALUATION M ETRICS
Almost all papers discussing detectors evaluate these
through some measure of detection quality. However, there
are many different strategies and nuances to this process, e.g.,
how it is computed and how it is aggregated over different
messages and vehicles. In addition to detection quality, some
alternative metrics exist, e.g., how long it takes for an attacker
to be detected, or the message overhead (if any); we discuss
these metrics separately.
A. Confusion Matrix
The most obvious approach to evaluate the quality of a
detector’s results is to use the confusion matrix, which is also
used in other fields (e.g., medicine and machine learning).
This matrix describes various combinations of false positives,
false negatives, true positives and true negatives and their rates
with respect to the entire population. This includes metrics like
accuracy, which is the amount of correctly classified events
divided by the total population, and false omission rate, which
is the amount of false negatives in the set of all negatives. Most
papers in the area of misbehavior detection that use this type of
metric use the false negative rate to quantify the risk of missing
detections, and the false positive rate as the risk of an incorrect
detection event. Opinions differ widely on what acceptable
values are (e.g., for intrusion detection in networks with a lot
of traffic, a false positive rate over 0.001 is considered very
bad), and it is difficult to make general statements about this,
because the impact of a false detection event is significant.
However, it is actually not trivial to classify a detectors’
results into these categories when evaluating the detector
in a simulation. Notably, in distributed detection scenarios
such as vehicular networks, proximity to the attacker plays
a significant role in how likely a vehicle is able to detect an

attack. Not all nodes in the network will hear all messages,
so if the data is aggregated across different detectors, one
must take care to normalize these results: instances of a
detector do not necessarily produce the same output for a
given message, and not every message is seen equally often.
Simple normalization may not be sufficient here: if a specific
subset of receivers produces very high false negatives, while
the aggregate of all receivers on average performs very well,
this could still mean the detector is bad. In other words,
aggregating and normalizing over an entire simulation may
hide the fact that there is a weakness in a specific scenario.
Having established a way to normalize and aggregate the
detection results still leaves other questions open. The definition of the input of the detector is one of these factors: does the
detector take a single message and output a classification, or
does it take a stream of messages and output an eventual classification? In the latter setting, one needs additional metrics to
establish the timeliness of the system (e.g., detection latency:
how long does it take for a detector to correctly classify an
attack, after this attack starts?).
For a data-centric setting, using the confusion matrix is
particularly difficult, because of the fact that many attacks
are impossible to distinguish from legitimate messages. This
can happen in two cases: either the message was sent by an
attacker, but follows the expected behavior of vehicles (i.e.,
it is not a malicious message), or the attack is so marginal
that it has no impact (and is thus indistinguishable from
expected behavior or sensor noise). For example, an attacker
might transmit a beacon with a position a few centimeters
from its’ actual position. This led some authors to conclude
that application-oriented evaluations may be more suitable:
if the attacker cannot achieve a goal, because the impact of
false data is too small, then clearly the detection mechanism
is effective. The disadvantage of this strategy is that the
evaluation depends not only on the simulation aspects and
the attackers’ implementation, but also on the application
implementation.
For data-centric detection mechanisms that are based on
consistency, i.e., they consider multiple data sources and detect
inconsistencies, it is often implicitly assumed that previously
received data is true, and only the incoming packet is classified
as legitimate or malicious. However, this means that message
order is particularly significant: whenever a malicious message arrives first, it may trigger an additional false positive,
because the next legitimate message differs from the malicious
message.
Many papers implicitly discuss that detectors should also
perform revocation or response – they exclude specific messages from those that are received, in order to prevent errors
in the application. Similarly, some detection algorithms are
inherently incompatible with the idea of evaluating individual
message on a sequential basis, because they perform some
batch processing (e.g., classifying vehicles instead of messages [4]).
Some authors use a pre-classified set of messages, which
is not necessarily data-centric (e.g., Grover et al. [4] use
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a set of 3101 legitimate and 1427 malicious samples, with
several types of attacks). This is common in the field of
machine learning, where classifiers are often tested using this
type of approach. However, since most detection algorithms
in VANETs have different inputs, it is difficult to find a
conclusive set that considers these various inputs, as well as
contain the necessarily distinct types of attacks (especially
when reputation is considered, which can be built over time).
In other words, this approach is only valid if each sample is
well-defined, which is not the case in our more general setting.
B. Alternative Accuracy Metrics
This led authors to use application-specific or detectorspecific evaluation strategies, in order to demonstrate specific
strengths of individual detectors in comparison to others from
the literature.
a) Application behavior metrics: in many VANET scenarios, the specific values transmitted by an attacker are not
necessarily relevant, but what is of interest is whether a
receiving vehicle makes incorrect decisions about the state
of the world. Application metrics aim to capture this subtle
concept into a concrete metric. These metrics are useful,
because they can also consider errors from other (i.e., nonmalicious) sources, and are independent of a deep understanding of the detection mechanism. However, they require an
application implementation, which is bug-prone and makes
attacker implementation more complex.
One specific category application metrics is that related to
schemes that detect routing misbehavior. Because routing misbehavior is historically closely linked to evaluation of routing
schemes, some authors use routing performance metrics (such
as arrival rates, consumed bandwidth and similar metrics) and
changes to vehicle mobility [5], [6].
Another class of application metrics is much closer to the
data that many data-centric detection mechanisms analyze; for
example, this includes collision avoidance applications [7],
[8] and in-network aggregation [9]. A disadvantage of these
strategies is that it is hard to use them as a baseline for other
studies, because often they are very specific.
b) Detector specific metrics: Some detectors have known
sources of potential errors, often inherent to their design; a
common strategy to deal with this is to approach and analyze
these issues specifically. This is particularly useful when it is
very clear what kind of error sources are to be considered.
For example, Bimeyer et al. [10] used this type of metric to
also include GPS error as a potential source of additional false
positives for their scheme to analyze these effects in detail.
Another example of such an approach would be an evaluation where the impact of the attacker on the analyzed
variable is. This only works for continuous variables, such
as position information, where a simple distance metric is
available to estimate the error between real positions and
falsified positions. Rather than looking at how well attacks
are detected only, this strategy would measure the distance
between accepted attacker-generated data that is accepted as
valid, and use this as a metric for detection quality. This

approach is also viable if error sources are considered for
legitimate vehicles. A disadvantage of this approach is that
it may only be suitable for specific classes of detectors (or at
least, it may put other detectors at a disadvantage).
C. Other Metrics
There are many other types of metrics available to authors
seeking to evaluate their detection mechanisms. Some notable
examples include:
a) Detection Latency: the time required for an attack to
be detected. The exact definition of this metric differs type of
detector, but typically it is the time between the first malicious
packet received and the first detected malicious packet. This
is particularly significant to measure the impact of reputation
abuse in trust-based node-centric detection mechanisms: if
trustworthy vehicles transmit malicious information, the potential impact of an attack is large.
b) Computational Cost: although relatively uncommon
for vehicular networks, more traditional benchmarks such as
computational cost can also be used. Most authors only check
whether reasonable estimates of locally received messages can
be analyzed in reasonable time (which, using 100 vehicles
in range transmitting at 10Hz, is at most a millisecond per
message), but particularly with proposals that include multiple
detectors, scalability could be an issue.
c) Financial Cost: traditional IDSs are commonly evaluated by examining the cost associated with response and the
corresponding variants in the confusion matrix [11]. In the
case of vehicular networks, this is a bit more complex: the
cost of a false negative is difficult to estimate, and strongly
dependent on the scenario (i.e., high speed collisions have
much higher cost, even though the classification of the event
is exactly the same). Estimating this cost is also ethically
complicated, because human lives are included in this process,
which suggests that such an evaluation requires more extensive
knowledge on how to deal with this suitable (as done, e.g., in
invasive medicine).
d) Stability & Usability: one factor that is often forgotten
or stated as future work only is that the detection mechanism
should be sufficiently stable, such that the users’ experience
with the system is good enough. This is important, because
users’ trust in the system is strongly dependent on their
perception of the systems’ reliability. If the system continually
warns or makes changes in response to possible attacks, but
has an overall higher performance than other systems, then
users may still perceive that system as very unreliable. This is
one point where node trustworthiness over time will perform
significantly better.
IV. R ECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend authors to follow the developments in the
simulation community, and take note of extensive standardized
scenarios, such as the LuST scenario [12] for traffic simulation. This also includes pro-actively porting source code that is
under development to more recent versions of the simulation
environment wherever possible: ideally code should always
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be based on the most recent stable version of the simulator
available while the paper is under review. This allows authors
to benefit from quality of life improvements in the simulation
environment, but allows them to consider, e.g., newer channel
models.
For reasons outlined above, we also recommend using a
variety of different attack strategies, which ideally have very
different goals. This ensures that the authors can describe the
qualities, as well as the limitations of their detector, which
in turn can help future authors decide whether new attacks
against this detector may be possible. It is also important to
define a baseline in addition to these attacks, which can be
undertaken in various ways (and this depends strongly on what
the authors actually designed), and if possible a simulation of
potential non-malicious sources of error. The simplest example
is GPS error: adding an error to a GPS coordinate is relatively
simple, but it makes the results much more representative than
an idealized perfect positioning system for each vehicle, where
it just “knows” its’ position.
The authors should at least consider how they aggregate
the detection results across messages, vehicles and simulation
repetitions, as discussed above, and clearly specify their approach. If possible, we recommend developing the simulation
in such a way that multiple aggregation approaches can be
used; there may not be a one size fits all solution.
Finally, we recommend publishing source code, or at least
making it available to other researchers on request. This
enables reproducibility, one of the core principles of scientific
research, which allows research in this area to make faster and
more meaningful progress. It would also enable studies that
analyze the behavior of a variety of algorithms in different
settings a much more efficient and less error-prone process.
Finally, the authors themselves benefit from this process,
because it is easier to compare to the literature.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed several evaluation approaches for misbehavior detection. After describing several
challenges and briefly surveying existing solutions, we gave
some concrete recommendations that should be useful for
authors that are studying misbehavior detection mechanisms.
We plan to use these recommendation in combination with a
framework that we are developing, named Maat, to evaluate
potential detection mechanisms. As part of this project, we are
also looking to decouple the execution of the simulation and
the detection mechanisms, which would enable us to provide a
data set to the community in addition to publishing our results.
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Abstract—In this contribution we propose a simulation setup
for Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC)-evaluations of fully automated vehicles in multi-storey car parks. The simulation
system targets the question, how latency in collective perception
and environment data exchange affects the planning of driving
actions. In order to meet requirements and ensure usability, we
are not only working on the simulation system itself, but also
validating the setup with experimental scenarios. Here, we inspect
how latency in vehicle processing chains may influence situation
interpretation and decision making for future driving actions.
The modelled scenarios are dealing with Field-of-View (FoV) use
cases, collective perception, situation interpretation and decision
making. By means of the scenarios a contrast can be made, when
the availability of environment data at different points of time
lead from normal driving actions to more immoderate actions
like emergency breaking.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the past years Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS) and fully automated driving have become more and
more important, not only for car manufacturers, but also
for other stakeholders. Various car manufacturers comment
and estimate the introduction of fully automated vehicles
for the next decade [1]. As door opener, various application
scenarios are discussed [2]. An exemplary scenario in this
context is fully automated parking in multi-storey car parks.
One of the main requirements for fully automated vehicles
is safety and accident-free driving. Furthermore, another key
requirement is comfortable movement, as studies show an
increase of acceptance and trust in automated vehicles with
human-like and looking forward driving behaviour [3], [4].
To meet these requirements and ensure automated driving,
vehicles must have a large set on sensors to perceive other
traffic participants and static objects within their Field-of-View
(FoV). Sequentially, after environment perception, automated
vehicles have to analyse and interpret their environment and
then take a decision for future actions. In cases of sensor
blindness, existing dynamic objects which are not in the FoV
may influence situation interpretation and decision making for
future driving actions.
To investigate FoV scenarios in car park environments, we
are setting up a microscopic, distributed and real time traffic
simulation. This contribution addresses a work in progress
simulation setup for IVC and evaluating fully automated
driving functions. As various studies deal with Vehicle-to-

Everything (V2X) and load case studies, this work focuses
on vehicle processing chains. The main question is, how
environment data exchange using IVC influences situation
interpretation and decision making for future driving actions.
This contribution is organized as follows. Section II evaluates the relevance of this work by discussing related work.
Section III presents the prototypical simulation architecture
and the experimental scenarios. Section IV concludes this
paper and points out next steps and future work in the field of
latency effects for situation interpretation and decision making.
II. R ELEVANCE OF THIS W ORK
After environment perception, fully automated vehicles
must be able to analyse and interpret the recognized environment to enable situation awareness (SA). Mica R. Endsley introduced the so called SA model [5] in 1995, which
describes a theoretical model in dynamic human decision
making. The SA model is divided into three levels, where
Level 1 describes the perception of elements (environment) in
the current situation, Level 2 the comprehension of the current
situation, and Level 3 the projection (cognition of intention)
of the future status. The SA model is followed by decision
making and the performance of actions. Further, the SA model
can be transferred to technical problems and was taken up in
previous works in the fields of robotics (e.g. [6]), automation
of vehicles (e.g. [7]) and driving studies (e.g. [8], [9]).
A main task in automated driving is to interpret the
environment and take decisions for future driving actions.
While the dynamically changing environment has to be under
permanent observation, the previously made decisions and
planned driving actions have to be adapted. To meet the main
requirements for fully automated driving, accident-free movement in a comfortable way, the system must have as much
knowledge about the environment as possible. This guarantees
sufficient situation interpretation and decision making. Further,
not only the integrity of the knowledge about the environment
is necessary, but it is also essential that the information is
available as soon as possible. Even the large set of vehicle
sensors has a limited view on the environment, as static or
dynamic objects are too far away or hidden by other objects.
Especially in urban traffic or closed environments like car
parks, relevant elements are often not in the FoV of the
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automated vehicle. Thus, the process of situation interpretation
and decision making is insufficient.
To prevent such circumstances, collective perception and
environment information exchange using V2X communication
was taken up by several publications and projects such as
Ko-FAS1 and AutoNet20302 . They are dealing with collective
perception message formats, protocols and fusion architectures
for cooperative perception [10-13]. Günther et al. presented
the Environment Perception Message (EPM) format and highlighted the benefits of using collective perception in ADAS and
fully automated driving by evaluating an obstacle avoidance
scenario on a race track [14]. Another work authored by
Günther et al. presents collective perception and Decentralized
Congestion Control (DCC) in a simulation study [15] using the
Artery3 framework [16] and the SUMO framework [17], which
has been coupled with the Veins framework [18].
As information exchange using V2X communication was
discussed extensively in several works from the technical point
of view, we are focusing on the question, what collective
perception and latency mean for situation interpretation. Additionally, we are evaluating internal chains of the perception,
decision making and action performing process.
III. S IMULATION S ETUP
A. Distributed Simulation Architecture
In order to get an expandable framework with a practical orientation, the simulation framework is built up as a distributed
system including various tools (cf. Fig. 1). We are using the
Automotive Data and Time-Triggered Framework (ADTF)4 for
implementing and providing prototypical vehicle functions.
Depending on the scenario, every vehicle can be represented
as a separate ADTF instance. The traffic simulation is realized
using Virtual Test Drive (VTD)5 . VTD allows to simulate traffic density and features in urban environments like traffic lights
and foreign vehicles with realistic autonomous behaviour.
Realistic pedestrian behaviour models are provided by integrating the pedestrian simulation framework MomenTUMv2
[19]. ADTF and MomenTUMv2 has been linked to VTD
which, dependent on the use case, controls dynamic objects or
only provides the basis for traffic simulation and visualization.
Furthermore, VTD provides modules for setting up scenarios,
editing scenarios and designing road networks. The multistorey car park is realized in an independent implementation
as an Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM). The car park is
communicating with vehicles and other devices as described
in the following subsection (cf. III-B).
B. Communication Architecture
The communication between the participating objects (vehicles and car park server) is realized using LTE-V and transmitting GeoNetworking (GN6ASL) packages (cf. Fig. 2). An
1 http://www.kofas.de/

(Accessed: 01-03-17)
(Accessed: 01-03-17)
3 ETSI ITS-G5 application layer for Veins
4 https://www.elektrobit.com/products/eb-assist/adtf/ (Accessed: 01-03-17)
5 https://www.vires.com/ (Accessed: 01-03-17)
2 http://www.autonet2030.eu/
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the expandable simulation architecture. According to
the considered scenario, the vehicles (red and green highlighting) and the
pedestrians (blue highlighting) are simulated as separate instances and linked
to VTD or simulated in VTD. The car park (orange highlighting) is an
independent message broker implementation.
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Fig. 2. Communication layer of the vehicle and multi-storey car park. The
vehicle ECU is connected via Ethernet with the on-board ITS-S Gateway,
which is communicating with further devices using LTE-V. The car park server
is connected with an ITS-S Gateway via Ethernet. The Gateway is using a
ITS-S Router for sharing environment information.

ITS-S Gateway on each object using a proxy service to convert
a specific car park protocol into an external presentation and
then sends the data using TCP/IPv6 and GN6ASL packages
over LTE-V. On the car park server side, several ITS-S router
send or receive the GN6ASL packages and then forward them
using Ethernet to the ITS-S Gateway. The routers only bridge
the different communication technology and have no further
function implemented, but ensure large-scale radio coverage
in the car park environment. Then, the GN6ASL packages
get converted vice versa into the car park protocol, which is
then sent over Ethernet using TCP/IPv4 to the server, where
the data processing and function execution is performed. The
communication within the car park instances (gateway, server,
car park sensors) can be done using a fixed IP address,
as the participating instances are non-switched and do not
change. The communication within the vehicles is also done
using Ethernet. The vehicle ITS-S Gateway receives GN6ASL
packages and converts them to the specific protocol using the
proxy service. Afterwards, the protocol is sent over Ethernet
to the vehicle electronic control unit (ECU), where the car
park protocol and further information of on board sensors are
merged and processed by vehicle functions. With the use of
GeoNetworking features, an Ad-hoc network can be set up.
C. Vehicle Processing Chain
The complete processing chain inside the vehicle, beginning
by the environment cognition up to the execution of driving
actions, can be reflected in the SA model presented by Endsley
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Fig. 3. Processing chain from situation awareness and decision making to
the execution of driving events, comprising to [5].

V1
[5]. The first steps focus on the situation interpretation. Then,
specific functions take a decision and actuators perform driving
actions. Every step has a specific runtime, which can be
reflected in timestamps stepping out of a defined point of
time. The execution of driving manoeuvres gives feedback
to the environment and may influence actions of dynamic
objects. Subsequently, the situation has to be under permanent
observation. In the following, we describe the processing chain
inside the vehicle in detail and give definitions for the runtime.
1) Situation Awareness: Following the model of Endsley
[5], SA is divided into three steps. Step 1 includes the
perception of the environment and the current situation. This
step is reliant on the use case and may include various steps of
procedure like processing sensor data, sensor frame rate, time
for receiving shared environment information, time for data
fusion, time for tracking and classifying objects and is fulfilled
at timestamp tP . Step 2 is the comprehension of the current
situation, where the cognition of intention is performed. In this
step, information about dynamic objects and elements, the road
infrastructure, traffic rules and the self-state are linked and is
presented as timestamp tI . Afterwards, the prediction of future
movement of the participating objects is processed to get a
sufficient situation interpretation. In our scope, the situation
awareness is fulfilled at timestamp tSA . This includes the time
for sharing the information with involved modules like ECUs.
2) Decision Making Process: After getting awareness of
the current situation, a decision for future driving actions
has to be made. The decision making process is normally
processed on another module, component or ECU. For performing the decision making process, the whole information
of situation awareness must be available. The runtime for
decision making depends on the vehicle function and may
vary for different applications. The decision making process
is completely performed at timestamp tD , when the decision is
fully communicated to modules which perform driving actions.
3) Execution of Actions: In our case, a driving action can
be defined as the performance of one or several combined
actuators to reach a particular goal. This goal may be a specific
point or stopping line, a target speed, a specific angle of the
vehicle, a defined state of the vehicle, etc. The process of
executing the driving action is starting, when the order for
the manoeuvre completely arrived at one or more concerning
vehicle modules. When the given target state of vehicle has
been achieved, the process for executing the driving action is
completed and is defined as timestamp tC .

Fig. 4. Illustration of the scalable scenario including colour coding for
participating objects and instances (cf. Fig 1). The ego-vehicle (V1) plans
to turn right, while a third party vehicle (V2) moves to the same direction the
ego-vehicle plans to move. In the same direction, a pedestrian (P1) is moving
up to the T-crossing and a camera (C1) of the multi-storey car park is located
to monitor the intersection. The initial FoV of V1 is illustrated as green plot.

D. Scenario Modelling
In the scope of this paper, we are focusing on a scalable,
closed environment car park scenario, where objects out of
FoV use cases are usual events. We are assuming an egovehicle planning to make a right-turn action. The FoV is
restricted due to walls on each side, as Fig. 4 illustrates. The
vehicle on board sensor is a Lidar Infra-red Laser with a
horizontal FoV of 145 degrees and a range of 150 meters.
Beside of the FoV restriction, the width of the car park
spaces is limited, so vehicles may intersect trajectories of
foreign vehicles at a certain point of time, especially in turning
manoeuvres vehicles have to step out of line.
1) Mixed traffic Scenario: The first experimental setup is a
mixed traffic scenario, where information of the environment
can only be interpreted by the ego-vehicles (V1) on-board
sensors. The third party vehicle (V2) is seen as a classic
human steered car with no possibility for V2X communication.
Vehicle V1 is presented as an ADTF instance. Vehicle V2 is
an VTD controlled object, as there is no need for a detailed
function simulation. In this scenario, no pedestrian and no car
park features are implemented. The ego-vehicle must be able
to perform automated driving only with information generated
by itself. As Fig. 4 shows, V2 is not in the FoV of V1 in
the initial scene. This use case may take place after market
launch of the first fully automated vehicles and in car park
environments, where mixed traffic is allowed.
2) Car-to-Car Communication Scenario: The next scale
of the scenario presents a use case where both vehicles
communicate via Car-to-Car (C2C) technology and exchange
their positions. Similar to Scenario 1, only V1 is set up as
an ADTF instance. Vehicle V2 has the possibility to share its
position. For simplicity reasons for the simulation setup, the
position is shared using the VTD data bus. To take C2C issues
into account, in this scenario empirical values are assumed. If
latency for the C2C communication is needed, a framework
for C2C communication can be integrated easily. The scope
of this scenario is, how situation interpretation and decision
making of V1 is influenced, when it has knowledge about V2
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at a dedicated point of time, where V2 is not within the FoV
of the ego-vehicle.
3) Collective Perception Scenario: Scenario 3 shows a use
case, where the car park is accessible for pedestrians. Both
vehicles, V1 and V2 are presented as separate ADTF instances.
A pedestrian P1 (cf. Fig. 4, highlighted by blue corners), simulated by the MomenTUMv2 framework, intersects a planned
trajectory of V1. Pedestrian P1 is not within the FoV of V1,
but can be recognized by the sensors of V2. After detecting
P1, vehicle V2 sends information over C2C communication
to V1. Following, V1 has environment information to a point
of time, where the view of the on-board sensors is limited.
In case of this scenario, the perception process (cf. Fig. 3) of
both vehicles have to be conducted and evaluated. As a first
step, latency values for C2C communication can be assumed.
To get a more complex and detailed evaluation, the framework
must be extended by tools for C2C simulation (i.e. Veins and
Artery).
4) V2X Car Park Scenario: The last scale of the scenario
presents a use case, where the decision making process can
be done by an external server of the multi-storey car park.
This use case may occur in multi-storey car parks which
are limited to fully automated vehicles. In this scenario,
the vehicles receive environment information from car park
entities or only perform actions which are ordered by the
car park logic. Following, the perception process, situation
interpretation and the decision making can be done by the
car park entities. Depending on the study, the vehicles can
be presented as ADTF instances or objects in VTD. The
initial scenario is extended by the car park implementation (cf.
Fig. 1, orange highlighting), which includes tracking cameras,
communication components and the server. In this setup,
scenarios with situation interpretation and decision making on
the car park server can be evaluated.
E. Metrics for Evaluation
When simulating and evaluating the described scenarios,
we are focusing on latency of the involved steps of the
processing chain. Thus, we are evaluating, how different points
of time of information availability have impact on the situation
interpretation and decision making process. Additionally, we
analyse when latency in environment information exchange
lead from comfortable driving actions to more immoderate
actions like emergency breaking or deadlocks. Hence, the loss
of planning options for future driving actions play a decisive
role.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This contribution suggests a simulation setup to evaluate
IVC concerning situation interpretation and decision making
for fully automated vehicles. We introduced closed environment car park scenarios in order to investigate FoV use cases.
Dependent on the scenario, participating vehicles have V2X
technology implemented or have no possibility for V2X communication. The decision making can be done by the vehicles
and the car park implementation. Future work includes the

simulation and evaluation of each scenario and their modifications. Furthermore, we are planing to extend the simulation
setup with frameworks for C2C and V2X communication (e.g.
Veins). This enables a more detailed research about latency
in the whole perception, interpretation, decision making and
information sharing process.
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Abstract—Vehicular ad hoc networks are about to enter the
mass market in upcoming years. High effort for real world field
tests leads to high dependency of development and evaluation of
such networks on simulations. We compare supported features of
common simulation frameworks with current standards and study
the performance impact of incomplete standard conformance. We
find that a lack of support for data encoding schemes and security
functionality may massively affect simulation results. Our findings
apply to many well known simulation frameworks. Proposals to
overcome identified weaknesses are provided.
Index Terms—Simulation, Evaluation, Performance, VANET;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are of high interest to
enable future cooperative advanced driver assistance systems
(ADAS). Such ADAS are typically intended to serve as safety
critical collision avoidance systems, which are expected to
significantly increase safety of driving [1]. Standardization
of VANET technologies is performed within European ETSI
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and US Wireless Access in
Vehicular Environments (WAVE) frameworks [1], [2].
Evaluation of VANET protocols and applications is mostly
based on simulations. This is caused by the high effort to
perform real life tests in a reproducible way with many participating vehicles. Even large scale field tests, like DriveC2X
or SimTD in Europe, achieved only a volume of 18 to 30
VANET ready vehicles per test site [3]. Moreover, standards
have changed significantly since such tests were conducted and
repetition for each standard version seems infeasible. Thus,
most published results about VANETs depend on simulations.
To evaluate how accurate available simulation frameworks
resemble standardized VANET protocols, a study on supported
features and the impact of missing features on simulation
behavior is provided. We find that all open source and also
some commercial frameworks lack support of features showing
significant impact on VANET performance. Suggestions on how
missing features can be provided with limited effort are given.
The remainder of this work is outlined as follows. Related
work is looked at in Section II. State of the art VANET
simulation is reviewed in Section III. An evaluation of the
impact of identified shortcomings on simulation behavior is
provided in Section IV. Finally, Section VI gives a conclusion
alongside with possible topics of future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
VANET simulation frameworks are studied in [4], [5]. However, many regarded frameworks are no longer maintained, and
new ones have emerged in the meantime. Moreover, many
changes have been applied to VANET standards. [1] gives an
overview of three frameworks (Veins, iTETRIS, VSimRTI), but
no comparison is provided. Thus, we provide an up to date
study of available simulation frameworks in this work.

Prior work has identified numerous requirements on VANET
simulation frameworks. These include among others dedicated
channel models for vehicular environments, realistic driver
models for node movement and inclusion of at least some
hundred nodes per traffic scenario [4]–[7].
Different message formats are used within WAVE and ETSI
ITS. Both systems use so called beacon messages for basic information exchange. Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs)
are used in ETSI ITS, while WAVE utilizes Basic Safety
Messages (BSMs). Moreover, ETSI ITS uses optionally sent
Decentralized Environment Notification Messages (DENMs),
while WAVE includes corresponding data on demand as an
optional second part of the BSM [1]. Dedicated simulation
frameworks have been developed for both ETSI ITS and WAVE.
However, we show that simulation based comparison of both
systems is hardly possible, due to various missing standardized
features in simulators for both domains.
Many simulation frameworks compromise a combination of
multiple dedicated simulators performing highly specialized
tasks. Popular components are ns-3 or OMNET++ for network
simulation (physical and MAC layer) [8], [9] and SUMO
(Simulation of Urban Mobility) [10] for microscopic traffic flow
simulation. More details are given in Section III.
III. A NALYSIS OF S TATE OF THE A RT
A VANET simulator needs to accurately model different subaspects relevant to a VANET. Individual movement of each
vehicle and channel modeling are core points of concern in
regard to the design of a VANET simulator [4]–[7]. To achieve
reliable simulation results for VANETs, different methodologies
have been proposed. Often a combination of dedicated and well
known simulators for the individual sub-aspects is used, e.g.,
one for traffic flow, one for channel modeling and another one
for communication protocol behavior.
Many simulation environments have been published focusing
on different aspects of VANET communication. An overview
is given in Table I. Earlier developed frameworks TraNS,
GrooveNet, NCTUns (now: EstiNet) and MobiREAL, all studied in [4], [5], are not maintained any more. Hence, they are
not regarded in the following. As given in Table I, VANETSim,
VNS (Vehicular Network Simulator) and EstiNet do not aim
to provide a full VANET standard compatible protocol stack.
For example, EstiNet focuses on software defined networks
(SDNs). Thus, these frameworks are not in the focus of our
work. Moreover, VSimRTI [15] is not taken into regard any
further, due to a lack of access to this commercial tool.
Comparison of the simulation environments from Table I
shows that open source VANET implementations lack at least
partly four main features from current standards. These are
1) security mechanisms of WAVE and ETSI ITS [19], [20],
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF FEATURES OF DIFFERENT SIMULATION FRAMEWORKS FOR VANET S .
name
Veins [7]
Artery [11]
iTETRIS [12]
VANETSim [13]
VNS [14]
VSimRTI [15]
ezCar2X [17]
EstiNet [18]

open source
yes
yes

focus
WAVE
ETSI ITS

yes
yes
yes
no
no
no

ETSI ITS
security
traffic flow
ETSI ITS
ETSI ITS
SDN

missing standardized features
security, data encoding, time/position coupling
outdated security, time/position coupling,
ITS-G5 (802.11p used instead), DCC
security, ASN.1, time/position coupling
no standard compliance
no standard compliance
DCC
security, all above network layer

2) data encoding by ASN.1, e.g., for CAM, DENM as well
as WAVE network layer [1], [21], [22],
3) coupled updating of time and position information within
the protocol stack [21]–[23],
4) distributed congestion control (DCC) [21], [24].
Such aspects significantly influence the size of messages transmitted by each VANET node. Security overhead in messages
was shown to have a major influence on experienced VANET
performance [25], [26]. This lead to the development of many
different approaches to limit this impact [25]–[28]. Influence of
different data encoding schemes for ETSI ITS data sets is also
significant in regard to achieved message size [29].
The lack of support for DCC within Artery is caused by
using an 802.11p model for the physical and MAC layer. ETSI
ITS’s DCC requires channel state information from the ITS-G5
MAC layer, which is not provided by an 802.11p MAC layer.
The size of messages transmitted by VANET participants
has a major impact on experienced channel load. This holds
especially for VANETs with fixed message transmission rate,
e.g., WAVE [1]. Within ETSI ITS transmission ratios can be
reduced from a maximum of 10 Hz down to 1 Hz, due to
the monitored channel load [21]. This can limit the channel load increase in some scenarios. However, it decreases
the update rate of receivers, which limits data quality for
corresponding applications. Furthermore, VANETs suffer from
decreasing communication range in case of increasing channel
load. This is mainly caused by the hidden station problem
causing an increasing amount of collisions on the wireless
channel alongside with an increase in channel load [30].
Limited reliable communication range is a core point of
concern for the design of cooperative ADAS. Reduced communication range leads to lower reaction times for ADAS. Thus,
much effort is taken to keep channel load low [25], [26], [28],
[31], [32] and the achieved communication range is part of
many VANET performance metrics (see e.g., [28]).
One can state that increased message size leads to degradation of experienced data quality in VANETs. However, the
impact on an application’s performance depends on its dedicated requirements and the considered traffic scenario.
Another impact of missing security mechanisms on communication behavior is caused by the absence of cryptographic
packet loss, which is caused by the inability of receivers to
verify packets’ signatures, due to sporadic inclusion of public
keys [19], [28]. Thus, absence of security mechanisms in
simulations increases the packet delivery rate to applications in
comparison to implementations realizing security mechanisms.
Moreover, most simulation frameworks do not use coupled

traffic flow simulator
SUMO
SUMO

network simulator
OMNET++
OMNET++

SUMO
own
own
SUMO, VISSIM [16]
SUMO
own

ns-3
own
ns-3, OMNET++
ns-3, OMNET++
ns-3
own

updates for time and position data sets at each node (see
Table I). Instead, time is directly derived from simulation
time. In contrast, position updates are performed whenever
synchronization to the traffic flow simulator happens, i.e., nodes
are static between such updates. Typically, intervals between
position updates are much longer then time stamp increments.
Thus, a deviation of an node’s real trajectory from the one
modeled by emitted messages occurs. Hence, data accuracy at
receivers is lowered affecting all protocol layers using such
data. Thus, robustness of applications relying on such data can
be expected to suffer. E.g., this affects ADAS at the application
level, but also position based routing at the network layer.
Standards specify to only update time and position data sets
together, e.g., every time a new GPS fix is available [21]–[23].
The impact of missing coupling of updates for both data sets
is illustrated in Figure 1 for a constant velocity. s gives the
length of the traveled path and t represents the corresponding
traveling time. Trajectory points (i.e., a time stamp together
with a position) obtained from using current time, but only
sporadically updated positioning data, are always found in the
marked area of Figure 1. However, correct values are only
the ones on the line giving the upper limit of that area. The
dedicated deviation depends on the elapsed time since the last
position update. Rapid position updates can limit the impact of
the found design weakness, but cannot overcome it completely.

s

1111
0000
0000
1111
0000
1111
0000
1111

t

Fig. 1. Trajectory deformation from missing time and position coupling.

DCC mechanisms have been shown to influence CAM
emission frequencies and channel access behavior [33], [34].
Hence, a lack of support for DCC will yield a VANET with
a channel load significantly differing from an approach using
DCC mechanisms. This holds especially for high density traffic
scenarios, which yield high channel load being limited by DCC.
A. Impact on Evaluation of Cross Layer Functionality
Missing supported features on various protocol layers make
it impossible to evaluate their corresponding impact on overall
system performance. Examples of recently found issues of
ETSI ITS, which cannot be identified by incomplete evaluation
environments like Artery or iTETRIS, are given by,
• absolute location dependent inability to send the largest
part of regular messages, due to maximum messages size
violations (from DCC) on the MAC layer [35]
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impossible encrypted multi-hop communication, due to
encryption of data sets needed for forwarding [36].
Moreover, usage of incomplete evaluation environments may
lead to proposals of inappropriate approaches, e.g., duplicated
data on various protocol layers. As an example, adding the
so called ITS-Application Identifier (ITS AID) to the GeoNetworking header is suggested in [37]. However, this data set is
already present in the security envelope and handing over this
data to the network layer is part of the standardized interface
between both parts of the protocol stack [19]. Thus, including
the ITS AID into network layer meta data is pure overhead.
•

B. Impact on Simulation Performance
Some of the regarded frameworks claim very high simulation
performance, e.g., [13]. However, this is at least partially caused
by missing features. E.g., a lack of security features implies
skipping of many validity checks, like signature verifications.
Thus, a performance comparison between different frameworks
has to be regarded as being unfair. Instead, performance of
frameworks providing an equal feature set should be compared.
Adding missing features will affect the performance of
simulation frameworks, especially regarding data encoding and
cryptographic operations [29]. To speed up simulations without
attack scenarios, generation and verification of signatures can be
skipped, i.e., corresponding data is replaced by random values
of the same size. The purpose of signatures is not required in
that case, i.e., verification always succeeds anyway.
However, such an approach cannot be used for data encoding
in general. The length of encoded data sets depends on the
dedicated content which gets encoded, e.g., for ASN.1 (U)PER
and binary encoding of the security envelope.
IV. E VALUATION
To evaluate the impact of the found incomplete protocol
implementations on VANET simulator behavior, we study the
performance criteria of beacon message (CAM / BSM) size
at the MAC layer. The tested CAMs and BSMs are created by
using only mandatory fields. The security entity uses certificates
corresponding to the example given in [19].
Obtained results for beacon messages sizes, as used within
different simulation frameworks, are given in Table II. In
all cases beacons not holding a pseudonym certificate are
considered. Including a pseudonym certificate increases the
standardized size by 115 bytes [19], but only for Artery and
ezCar2X an increase in the simulated messages’ size follows.
In contrast, iTETRIS is found to use a constant, content
independent message size. Hence, this framework cannot be
used to evaluate on-demand data dissemination schemes, e.g.,
sporadic sending of the low frequency container in CAMs or
pseudonym certificates in the security envelope of messages.
TABLE II
B EACON MESSAGE SIZES AT MAC LAYER IN BYTES .
BSM
CAM

std.
215
217

Veins
70
-

Artery
221

iTETRIS
300

ezCar2X
217

To resemble VANET performance in an accurate and reliable
way, the difference between the standardized message size (first
column) and the obtained messages sizes form the different

simulator implementations (other columns in Table II) should
be zero. To obtain standard conformant results, in detail inspection of corresponding standards was used. For dedicated sizes
of content added at different protocol layers of a CAM see, e.g.,
[19], [23], [35]. Corresponding data for BSMs can be obtained
from [20], [38]–[40]. The data size results for the simulation
frameworks were obtained by adding extra code to their MAC
layer implementations, which measures the actual data size of
sent messages at this layer.
Figures for BSM in Table II show a significant gap between
the expected, i.e., standardized, message size and the one being
used by Veins. In details inspection of the Veins’s source
code shows that this framework does not use any VANET
specific data representation. Instead, the generic message data
representation format of OMNET++ is used. Moreover, no
security envelope is used, which accounts for the biggest share
of missing message size (96 bytes). The obtained message size
deviation can be expected to lower the channel load to about
one third in comparison to the one experienced by using the
standardized approach. Clearly, an impact on evaluation results
for applications can be expected from such a difference.
The small difference between the current standardized version and the result obtained from Artery is due to the usage of
an outdated security standard [41] in Artery. The current size
of the security envelope is slightly reduced in comparison to
this older standard version [19].
These findings do not imply that results obtained from
well known simulation frameworks are incorrect in general.
However, their portability on performance of real world implementations is called into question, as simulation frameworks do
not represent standardized real world systems well.
V. OVERCOMING THE O BTAINED I SSUES
ETSI ITS uses unaligned packet encoding rules (UPER) for
ASN.1 [1]. Unfortunately, common open source ASN.1 tools do
not support this kind of encoding [42]. However, project i-Game
provides such an implementation dedicated to features required
within ETSI ITS [43]. Other ASN.1 variants used in protocol
stack standards are well supported by open source software
[42]. Thus, there is no real burden for adding ASN.1 support
to common VANET simulation frameworks.
Coupled handling of time and position information is illustrated by the ETSI ITS implementation of project i-Game [43].
Basic security mechanisms required by ETSI ITS and
WAVE are provided by well known security frameworks, e.g.,
Crypto++ [44], which is used by ezCar2X and Artery. Moreover, parsing of the binary encoded security envelope from
ETSI ITS is implemented within these two simulators, too.
VI. C ONCLUSION
VANETs are considered as an important step towards future
cooperative ADAS for increased safety of driving. High effort
of practical field tests lead to a high dependency of development
of protocols and applications on simulation based evaluation.
We compare the features provided by popular VANET
simulation environments regarding their resembling of standardized protocol stacks. We find that significant deviations
of the implemented communication behavior from standards
exists. Our analysis shows that these deviations mostly lead to
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less challenging communication conditions in comparison to
a system using a standardized protocol stack. Thus, usage of
such simulation environments may yield too optimistic results
for evaluated VANET mechanisms. Hence, we propose to extend the frameworks by the missing standardized components,
especially ASN.1 data encoding and security mechanisms.
Future work can compare evaluation results for applications
used for both ETSI ITS and WAVE, to show how different
system design choices affect application performance.
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Abstract—Simulation frameworks for the evaluation of VANET
applications and protocols have recently reached a high level
of realism. However, most of these simulators are based on
a planar representation of the underlying road network and
environment. As a consequence, a lot of scenarios as can be found
in real-world environments cannot be simulated appropriately,
e.g. in case of situations including bridges and inclined streets,
communication with elevated infrastructure or road users of
different heights. In order to get more reliable results for these
kinds of scenarios, a three-dimensional simulation environment
becomes necessary. In this paper, we first outline related work
emphasizing the importance of a three-dimensional consideration.
Afterwards, we discuss the requirements for enabling threedimensional VANET simulation. This includes possible ways of
adding elevation information to the traffic simulation as well as
implications and necessary extensions for the network simulation
such as three-dimensional antenna patterns. Furthermore, we
present two selected scenarios, which require three-dimensional
investigations for more realistic results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Vehicular communication is a promising technology which
is based on the exchange of information between traffic users.
With the help of Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs), it is
possible to implement new technologies and applications that
can lead to higher level of comfort and safety in modern traffic.
For the investigation and evaluation of such applications and
protocols simulations have become a key tool [1].
The degree of realism in vehicular networking simulation
has constantly increased in recent years of research. On the
one hand, a variety of models to properly represent the
environment have been developed, such as the obstruction
by buildings [2]. On the other hand, diverse technologyrelated effects have been taken into account in order to obtain
realistic models for the different layers [3], [4]. Combining
detailed network simulation with mobility simulation enables
the realistic, bidirectionally influencing of both parts, which is
an essential property of vehicular communications [5].
Despite these improvements, almost all simulation frameworks still neglect another important aspect: They are mostly
based on a two-dimensional environment, considering the horizontal plane only. This simplification thereby ignores individual characteristics of various real-world scenarios. Obviously,
the reason is that one won’t find neither all communication
partners nor obstacles at the same heights. This is caused by
the fact that the geometry of VANETs directly depends on the
environment of the specific traffic situation in question.

Figure 1. Example of a three-dimensional VANET scenario featuring a bridge
across a highway.

Examples for emphasizing this issue can be found in urban,
suburban and also highway scenarios. One may simply think
of a road crossing underneath a bridge (see Figure 1). In a
planar approach, this constellation might seem like a usual
intersection and simulating the scenario this way would lead
to similar results. In fact, however, the different altitudes of
communicating vehicles can have a big impact on the quality
of communication, caused by possibly different signal paths,
antenna gains or obstruction by the bridge itself.
As soon as the z-coordinate of participating vehicles might
make the difference, a three-dimensional investigation and
thus simulation can deliver important insights. Therefore,
prominent 3D-scenarios do not need to be based on bridges
only, but can also be justified by antennas being mounted on
vehicles and/or infrastructure of differing heights, multi-storey
parking garages, hilly terrain and so forth.
In this paper, we want to outline the importance of threedimensional VANET simulation and how this can be achieved.
Therefore, we first summarize related work concerning threedimensional considerations in the context of vehicular networks. Afterwards, the necessary steps to realize a preferably realistic simulation of three-dimensional scenarios are
described and possible issues are identified. We further present
two selected scenarios of interest in more detail to show the
necessity and the challenges of 3D considerations. Finally, we
summarize our insights towards three-dimensional vehicular
network simulation.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Three-dimensionality in VANETs has already been researched in different contexts. Several studies investigate the
influence of the third dimension on the performance of routing
protocols. In [6], a Three-Dimensional Scenario Oriented
Routing (TDR) protocol is presented. The authors argue that
common greedy forwarding mechanisms assuming a planar
environment lead to a higher number of hops and a lower
delivery ratio when vehicles on different road layers try
to communicate. Taking the z-coordinate into account, the
hop count could be reduced by 23 % and the delivery ratio
increased by 40 %. The influence of different road levels on
the forwarding method has also been discussed in [7], showing
a significant dependence of delay and delivery ratio on the
overpass height.
Besides these consequences for higher layer protocols, the
influence of 3D environments on lower layers has been noticed
as well. Boban et al. [8] investigated the signal attenuation
caused by other vehicles. As most of the common cars have
similar heights, the Line of Sight (LOS) is often obstructed by
other vehicles between sender and receiver, causing significant
packet loss. In [9], the authors present a Tall Vehicle Relaying
(TVR) method, which makes use of the better propagation
properties of taller vehicles by intentionally choosing them as
next hops.
Another well-known aspect is the impact of antenna patterns. In general, antennas can show strong directedness,
causing critical additional gains or attenuations depending on
the relative positions of sender and receiver. In [10], [11], the
authors show that the type as well as the mounting point of
the antennas in use can lead to significantly varying antenna
patterns. For a detailed analysis, ray-tracing simulations have
been performed. Although being very accurate and aware of
3D environments, this type of investigation is a very timeconsuming and computationally expensive task. Moreover,
ray-tracing requires a highly detailed and scenario-specific
model of the environment. In this context, the consideration
of antenna patterns in packet-based simulation has been researched in [12]. It could be shown that the strong directedness
in VANETs as well as characteristic antenna patterns can have
negative influence on safety applications such as intersection
collision avoidance. However, the support for antenna patterns
was still restricted to two-dimensional scenarios only.
III. R EQUIREMENTS FOR 3D VANET S IMULATION
As the small introductory example as well as the related
work indicate, three-dimensional simulation of vehicular networks is necessary in order to obtain more realistic results.
The steps for this extension are outlined in the following,
based on the open-source framework Veins1 . Veins combines
the network simulator OMNeT++2 with the traffic simulation
tool SUMO3 by bidirectionally coupling both [5]. Therefore,
certain adjustments in both parts have to be made.

A. Supporting Three-Dimensional Road Networks
Mobility simulation can be seen as the foundation of
VANET simulation as the geometry of the resulting network
is determined by the specific traffic situation in question. As a
consequence, an important requirement are three-dimensional
road networks, so that their shape of the investigated scenario
can be modeled appropriately.
In fact, SUMO’s network files already support the usage of
the z-coordinate in order to state a node’s altitude. Here, the
challenge is how to get reasonable elevation data and how to
import it.
1) Building Networks Manually: For smaller, artificial scenarios, the most trivial option is to build up a SUMO network
by hand, e.g. for modeling a parking garage as described in
Section IV-A. To do so, it is possible to define a set of nodes,
which are connected by a set of edges, both annotated in XML.
Edges themselves can be further modeled by making use of a
shape attribute. Stating 3D coordinates for all of these nodes
creates a three-dimensional road network, which can then be
converted to a proper SUMO network file with help of the
tool NETCONVERT.
2) Importing measured elevation information: Obviously,
creating such artificial scenarios is not sufficient. For realistic
VANET simulation, real road networks have to be loaded. In
SUMO, it is possible to import maps from the OpenStreetMap
project4 . Unfortunately, these maps almost never include altitude data, thus importing such a map only is not enough if
one aims for three-dimensional simulation.
However, it is possible to add elevation data using so
called Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). These are datasets
containing topographic data, i.e. elevation information for a
certain region of interest. A relatively detailed, nearly global
DEM was generated by the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) [16]. Using interferometric radar technology,
a resolution of about 30 m could be achieved. There exists
a plugin for OpenStreetMap which takes a map as input
and adds altitude information from the SRTM datasets. The
resulting map can then be converted to a SUMO network file
representing the three-dimensional road network. It is further
possible to directly import heightmaps into an existing SUMO
network using the NETCONVERT tool. In this case, all kinds
of sources such as elevation models provided by geographic or
official institutes can be used given that format and coordinate
system are supported.
Another source for elevation data is the Google Maps
Elevation API5 . Sending a request to this web service by
Google delivers the altitude information for this point on Earth.
This can be done for a single location, a set of arbitrary
points or a set of places along a certain path. In [17], the
authors describe how this source can be used to add elevation
information to an existing, two-dimensional SUMO network
file for the purpose of electric vehicle simulation.

1 http://veins.car2x.org/
2 https://omnetpp.org/

4 http://www.openstreetmap.org

3 http://sumo.dlr.de/

5 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/elevation/intro
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An issue that comes with the usage of DEMs is the fact
that they represent the topmost surface (which reflected the
radar beam). Therefore, problems arise in case of bridges,
tunnels and similar sceneries. Here, the lower layers won’t
be described correctly as there is simply no data present in
the DEM. Such points have to be adjusted manually.
B. Extending the Network Simulation
As soon as three-dimensional road data has been realised,
also the network simulation has to be extended accordingly in
order to be able to make use of the new altitude information.
1) Supporting the z-coordinate: First of all, the simulation
environment simply has to incorporate the third dimension in
all calculations concerning the physical layer. In OMNeT++,
the MiXiM framework [4] is widely-used for the simulation
of the lower layers in wireless networks. For realistic VANET
simulation, appropriate models for the IEEE 802.11p standard
have been added [3].
In principle, MiXiM already supports the z-coordinate,
however, almost no models utilize it. Therefore, the concerning
implementations need to be extended by a three-dimensional
point of view to ensure the appropriate usage of elevation data.
Furthermore, the Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) has to
be adjusted similarly. It is responsible for the exchange of
information between mobility and network simulation and has
to function properly in order to keep track of the added height
information.
2) Additional attenuation models: With the introduction of
three-dimensional environments, new obstacles causing further
signal attenuation have to be considered. On the one hand,
a possibly vertical signal path in the context of bridges or
parking garages (see Section IV-A) might be heavily attenuated by the floors. The influence of common buildings and
walls has already been investigated by Sommer et al. [2].
Their insights might potentially be transferred to the case of
"horizontal walls".
On the other hand, the influence of other vehicles can play
a critical role as already mentioned in Section II. In [8], the
authors also describe a model for the attenuation induced by
other road users. Based on that, a new model for the Veins
framework could be conceivable.
3) Three-dimensional antenna patterns: The possibility to
assign general antenna patterns to vehicles in the first place
has been described in [12]. In this modular approach, it is
possible to add new antenna types by simply adding antenna
classes representing the desired functionality. In the process,
a class representing sampled, horizontal antenna patterns has
already been implemented. The support for 3D antenna models
can thus be ensured by adding another class that deals with
horizontally and vertically sampled antenna patterns. For the
implementation, not only the azimuth angle between sender
and receiver needs to be computed, but also the elevation
angle.
The user may either provide full (three-dimensional) sampling of the antenna to be modeled or samples of the two
principal planes only. A method for the interpolation of the

Figure 2. Obstructed communication of two vehicles on a hill.

whole 3D characteristics based on the principal planes has
been proposed in [18] and could be used for the 3D antenna
class implementation.
4) Open Issue: Problems could arise in scenarios featuring
hilly terrain. As shown in Figure 2, two cars trying to
communicate might be located on opposing sides of a hill.
In a two-dimensional approach, communication might seem
easily possible as the absolute distance is smaller than the
maximum transmission range and the existence of the hill is
not known anyways. A realistic 3D analysis, however, makes
it necessary to consider the attenuation caused by the hill
itself. Communication might even be completely impossible.
Therefore, a solution to properly represent such topographic
obstacles is to be developed. Checking the elevation values
of a certain number of equidistant points between sender and
receiver might be a first approach to tackle this problem.
IV. T HREE -D IMENSIONAL VANET S CENARIOS
In Section I, we already mentioned an example situation
in which a three-dimensional investigation is necessary. In the
following, we take a closer look at two other sample scenarios,
which would benefit from a holistic three-dimensional simulation.
A. Inter-Vehicle Communication in Parking Garages
A first scenario could deal with the search for a free parking
lot in a multi-storey parking garage. Smart parking guidance
systems in general are well-known and their realisation based

Figure 3. Example scenario of two cars in a parking garage.
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on VANETs have already been studied [13], [14]. However,
these investigations assume a planar parking area. In the case
of a parking garage, one has to deal with a certain number of
storeys. Vehicles might try to communicate with other vehicles
located on a different level as illustrated in Figure 3.
One can easily guess that such a constellation cannot be
simulated in usual two-dimensional simulation environments.
Here, the road level or simply the z-coordinate plays a crucial
role. Therefore, this scenario needs to be modeled threedimensionally.
Challenges and open questions are:
• Cars may have to transmit the signal (nearly) straight
upwards or downwards. This makes a closer look at
antenna patterns very interesting because an elevation
angle close to ±90° has rarely been investigated in the
context of vehicular communications.
• The attenuation induced by the floors of the garage
levels must not be neglected. Under certain circumstances
it might even be impossible to receive messages from
vehicles being located multiple levels above due to the
cumulating attenuation of floors in between.
• As an alternative, wire-connected Roadside Units (RSUs)
might be installed on each floor. Packet loss and delay
can then be compared to the aforementioned variant.

phase prediction. Obviously, this kind of investigation requires
a three-dimensional simulation model as the common 2D
projection ignores all altitude information.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have pointed out the importance of considering the third dimension in VANET simulation. As opposed
to most present simulators, which assume a planar environment, the communicating entities in real-world situations are
rarely strictly arranged in a plane. Examples for characteristic
scenarios have been presented, summarizing aspects that might
lead to significantly differing results.
Thus, several necessary extensions and adjustments towards
three-dimensional vehicular network simulation have been
outlined. For the traffic simulation, it is important to get
detailed altitude data. DEMs can be a possible source for
this purpose. In terms of wireless network simulation, this
elevation information needs to be utilized accordingly and new
obstacle types induced by a 3D consideration have to be dealt
with.
Eventually, these improvements shall lead to a more realistic packet-based simulation opportunity to produce more
meaningful results for the analysis of VANET protocols and
applications.
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performance by up to 30 percent. But as already mentioned
there, the single core improvements are only a first step and the
use of multiple cores has to be applied for further significant
improvements. Enabling parallel execution of a simulation is
possible as OMNeT++ innately supports this whenever the
model meets some criteria like no global variables, static
topologies, good partitioned models and a proper lookahead
time [13] [9]. As not all models are designed with focus on
parallelism or efficient parallel execution by the OMNeT++
standard implementation can not be accomplished, further
universal approaches have to be used. One solution to this
is the implementation of an efficient and parallel access of
the hard disk. The time wasted for waiting on blocking I/O
operations can be reduced, which finally leads to a lowered
execution time. As usually all scenarios struggle with this
problem, the solution is applicable in a wide field.

Abstract—Since the complexity of discrete event simulations
is growing while the improvements in per CPU performance
are at a very low level, there is a need to counteract greatly
increasing simulation times. Reducing the execution time can
result in simulations that have greater complexity but require
only a fraction of time. As simulations write a bunch of data
onto the hard disk, improvements in this area may boost up
the performance of the simulation. The standard OMNeT++
implementation for writing files onto the hard disk is only
single threaded. Hence, adding parallelism to this area may be
a step towards the improvement of the runtime of simulations.
By applying parallelism to the writing of data, blocking I/O
operations can be eliminated as much as possible. This paper
presents an approach for writing simulation data asynchronously
onto hard disk and demonstrates its capabilities.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

This paper aims on how to improve the performance of an
OMNeT++ based simulation by conducting parallel writing of
data onto the hard disk to reduce waiting times on blocking
I/O operations. Therefore, Chapter II presents OMNeT++’s
approach of writing data onto the hard disk. It is further
explained, which kind of data is written during a simulation
run and how the writing is usually handled by OMNeT++.
It also points out the problems of writing data in parallel.
Following, Chapter III shows the OMNeT++ based Veins
scenario that was used in this paper. Chapter IV presents
a concrete implementation for writing data in parallel. The
performance results of the parallel implementation are shown
in Chapter V. Finally, section VI sums up the results and gives
an outlook on further research topics.

Nowadays highly accurate simulations are required to
provide significant results that are close to reality. The more
accurate simulations are, the more input parameters are required. Adding parameters to a discrete event simulation
increases its complexity as the additional values usually are
used for advanced computations. Hence, the execution time
of a simulation is extended. Since the values of these extra
parameters are often written onto the hard disk for future
analysis, additional time is required not only for computation
but also for I/O operations. Usually, simulations can not
proceed until the recorded data is entirely written onto the
hard disk. This may be a long period of time, depending on
the amount of data to be written, the type of the hard drive
and its workload. Replacing the deployed hardware with a
faster one can lead to reduced execution times. Especially the
replacement of a normal hard disk drive (HDD) with a new
solid state drive (SSD) boosts the performance of writing data.
But if the system is already equipped with a modern SSD as
well as other sate-of-the-art hardware and the performance has
to be boosted further, replacing the hardware is insufficient.
As basic OMNeT++ simulations usually run single-threaded
and present CPU manufacturers aim for more cores instead
of strongly increasing the single-core performance [7] [11],
future hardware improvements will not yield huge speedups
for executing simulations. So replacing the CPU may also not
help to speed up the execution of simulations.

II.

R ELATED BACKGROUND

The OMNeT++ framework provides a built-in way of
writing simulation results onto the hard disk. These results are
split up into output vectors and output scalars. Output vectors
are used to write (changing) values of the simulation over
time. Output scalars are used to write summarized results like
minimum, maximum or the average of a value of an entire
simulation run. Vector data and scalar data is stored in two
different files. Due to the often very large vector files, a third
file has been introduced in OMNeT++ 4.0. This file is an index
file, that enables a faster accessing of the corresponding vector
file. Every file usually contains data from one run only. The
content is stored in a textual, line-orientated style to allow
other third-party tools reading and processing them. [12]

Thus, boosts in performance will have to be done mainly
by changes applied to the software. It has been shown in
[6] that minor changes in compiler settings or the use of
an alternative malloc/free-implementation can boost up the

As vector data is written whenever a value changes and
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scalar data only once per run, vector files are usually bigger
than scalar ones. Scalar files have sizes in the range of a
few MB, while vector file sizes can grow to several GB and
will be written more periodically. Therefore, improvements in
the writing of vector files will have a greater impact on the
simulation time than improvements in the writing of scalar
files.
The default implementation shipped with the OMNeT++
framework provides a sequential and blocking way of writing
scalar, vector and corresponding index files. Every time data is
written, this default implementation will force the simulation
to stop computation and wait until the writing is finished. Long
waiting times might be the result, if a lot of data has to be
written.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the computation of the simulation and the writing of
data in two different threads.

of a node, while the star symbolizes its destruction. The line
between the arrow and the star, that looks like saw teeth,
represents the amount of data which is remaining to be written
per node. During the simulation, the amount of data remaining
to be written increases. Every time the writing is triggered, all
data of the specific node is written. Now, problematic data is
data, that is generated but will not be written in parallel to the
computation. Node n is destroyed before the whole simulation
ends. Symbolized by the read red rectangle, its remaining data
can be written in parallel to the computation as the simulation
is still running. The situation in Node 0 is different. This node
is destroyed at the end of the simulation. Thus, its remaining
data can not be written in parallel, as the computation has
already finished. Marked by the green rectangle, the writing
is sequential again and will not lead to a reduction of the
execution time.

Based on how frequently and how many data is written,
there might be huge performance improvements by reducing
the waiting times on data to be written. Using a fast SSD
might be a suitable solution, but running the Veins beacons
scenario on a system that is equipped with a SSD reduced the
execution time only about 2 percent compared to the execution
on the same system that was equipped with a normal HDD.
Thus, another solution for reducing the waiting times on the
writing of data has to be found. Asynchronous I/O is part
of the modern operating systems and my offers performance
boosts when a lot of data has to be written [5] [1]. Hence,
it is investigated if applying asynchronous writing of data to
OMNeT++ also helps to improve the performance.
The test system used in this paper consists of an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) E5-2620 v2 (2.10 GHz) CPU. The system has 8 Gb
of RAM built in and is equipped either with a HDD or a SSD.
The version of OMNeT++ is 4.6 and the version of Veins is
4a1 with the INET MAC layer. Sumo is in version 0.21.
Disabling the writing of vector data considerably reduces
the execution time of a simulation. The execution time of the
OMNeT++ based Veins scenario in the beacons configuration
is at about 210 seconds when simulating 1044 seconds. By
disabling the writing of vector data in this scenario, the
execution time is reduced by about 22 percent down to 164
seconds. Even if the system is equipped with a SSD, the
execution time can be reduced by about 20 percent when
no vector data is written. These values can be seen as the
theoretical maximum that might be reached by parallel writing
implementations in this scenario.

Fig. 2. Sequence of a simulation. Nodes are created (arrow) and destructed
(star) at various times of the simulation. Data is generated and written during
the execution (red) of the simulation and afterwards (green).

III.

VEINS-BASED B EACONS S CENARIO

In general, nearly all OMNeT++ scenarios may benefit of
writing data in parallel. Depending on the CPU usage of the
scenario and the amount of data to be written, the level of
improvement differs. In this paper, the Veins-based beacons
scenario is investigated. This scenario consists of cars that
are driving on a map of the German city Erlangen. They are
frequently sending messages, as usual in Car2X scenarios [8]
[10]. Due to the dynamic character of the scenario, nodes are
created and destructed dynamically.

Improving the performance of the execution can be done
by adding a new thread, which writes data in parallel to the
computation of the simulation. Thus, the computation of the
simulation can proceed without waiting on the hard drive.
Figure 1 shows the execution of a simulation with two threads
in parallel. In comparison to the execution with one thread
there is no time lost for waiting on the hard drive. The red
line indicates spots where the simulation can proceed even if
data is written onto the hard disk and hence represents the time
saved by not waiting on I/O tasks.

The only simulation parameter of the Veins scenario that
changes in this paper is the simulation time, which is set to
600, 900 or 1044 seconds. Table I shows the different vector
file sizes based on these configurations. The file size of the
Veins beacons scenario ranges from about 915 MiB in a test
interval of 600 simulated seconds up to about 1416 MiB for
1044 simulated seconds.

Unfortunately, the normal execution is usually not finished
if all computation is done. It continues running until all remaining data is stored on the hard drive. Figure 2 represents the
usual behavior of data during the execution of the simulation.
The initializing and end of the simulation are symbolized
through the vertical lines. The arrow symbolizes the creation
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TABLE I.

D IFFERENT VECTOR FILE SIZES BASED ON DIFFERENT
SIMULATION TIMES OF THE V EINS BEACONS SCENARIO .
Simulation time (s)
600
900
1044

IV.

File Size (MiB)
914.86
1381.19
1415.55

I MPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the parallel writing of data is
done as an extension to the OMNeT++ framework. Due to
its extensibility, the core of OMNeT++ will not have to be
changed. The solution shown in this paper does not use the
asynchronous I/O APIs offered by the operating systems.
These APIs are different on the various systems. Using them
would lead to unwanted dependencies.
For obtaining the file format, the index file based implementation provided by OMNeT++ is used as a basis. It is
extended by applying it to a new thread which writes the
vector data in parallel to the computation of the simulation. All
vector data is written in parallel, except the basic data at node
creation. This data is written by the main thread, which also
executes the simulation. This solution has been chosen due to
the good ratio between implementation effort and performance
outcome.

Fig. 3. Relation between the local and global buffer. Data is first saved in the
local buffer of each node. If the local buffer is full, its pointer is transferred
to the global buffer and written in parallel by the writing thread.

data is available in the global buffer. If all data of the global
buffer is written, the thread is forced to sleep again. In general,
more solutions have been tested. A lock-free-queue and a
constant pulling instead of condition variables also have been
investigated. Showing all thes combinations would reduce
the legibility of this paper drastically. Thus, only the best
performing solution is presented in this paper.

The implementation introduced in this paper has a global
buffer for exchanging data between the data generating nodes
and the writing thread. This global buffer is a First In First
Out (FIFO) queue to ensure the correct order of written data.
Every single nodes has its own local buffer. The local buffer
contains the simulation data, which is generated per node. If
the local buffer is full, a new one is created and the old one
is passed to the global buffer. This is done by passing the
address of the corresponding memory to the global queue.
Copying of memory is avoided for achieving the maximum
performance. The local buffer has an option for configuring
the maximum buffer size. This feature enables the control of
memory consumption. It also helps to increase the performance
of finally writing data onto the hard disk by determining the
size of blocks being written in a sequence.

V.

M EASUREMENTS

For being able to compare the basic OMNeT++ implementation with the parallel one, both solutions were compared
directly. The buffer size for the default OMNeT++ vector
writing implementation has been set to default buffer. Thus,
data is only written whenever the simulation ends or the limit
of 16 Mb of memory consumption is reached.
For having an equal comparison, the parallel implementation is represented by the mean of its execution time with
local buffer size is set to 500 and 1000, having not too many
single writing events. Simulation runs with smaller buffer
sizes, e.g. 50, were tested, but not used as they have provided
a very poor performance. In case of a buffer size of 50 the
implementation was up to two times slower than the mean
of 500 and 1000 combined. The smaller the buffer size is
the more frequently the writing is triggered. Every writing
process has to call system events, which leads to additional
waiting times that lead to a higher total duration of the writing
process. Consequential, the writing can not finish before the
simulation ends and thus the system falls back into sequential
mode with no performance benefit. Storage mediums usually
perform faster if they are able to write a bunch of data in
a sequential way [3] and not small pieces of data in high
frequency. Additionally, every triggered writing to the vector
file leads to a new entry in the corresponding index file. By
using the scenario described above and setting a buffer size of
50, the index file grows up to about 386.5 MiB. This is nearly
ten times more than compared to a buffer size of 500, where
it uses about 39.6 MiB. Thus, better performing behavior can
be enforced by setting a bigger buffer size. But if the buffer
size is selected too huge, too many data remains to be written

The parallel writing thread takes the oldest entry of the
global queue. It removes the entry, determines the contents of
the corresponding buffer, writes its contents onto the hard disk
and frees the memory. All these tasks can be done independent
of the proceeding of the simulation. Only the removing of an
entry requires secure access to the queue, which may block
the queue for the simulation and thus reduce the performance.
The relation between global buffer, local buffer and the writing
thread is shown in Figure 3. This setup helps to speed up the
execution as the new local buffer can be filled in parallel to
the old one being written by avoiding huge copy operations of
data.
The buffers are implemented as a queue to provide the
required FIFO functionality to keep the data, which has to be
written, in correct order [4]. A benefit of using a queue is
the constant time consumption for insertion and deletion of
elements, as elements at the front and end can be accessed
directly [2].
The implementation has a writer thread, that is usually in
sleep mode. It is woken up using condition variables whenever
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at the end of the simulation. This again leads to a reduced
performance.

writing can improve the execution time only if the simulation
has not finished its computation as long as data still has to
be written. If the simulation is done with its computation and
there is data left to be written, this is done in a sequential
way. The consequently means that there are no improvements
at this time.

Execution time in seconds

Fig. 4. Comparison of the default and parallel implementation of the Veins
scenario on the test system with a HDD.

Future work will provide a more powerful and efficient
implementation to further reduce the execution time. Steps to
provide this consist of a solution, where only the writing thread
accesses the vector file. The implementations presented in this
paper allow access to the vector file by the writing thread
and the main thread, which leads to preventable file-locks and
resulting waiting times.

300

200

Finally, one should consider, that even if parallel writing
of data onto the hard disk improves the performance, further
steps on the individual scenario are required to achieve a higher
overall performance. These steps mainly consist of applying
parallelism to the simulated scenario itself to enable a parallel
computation. Thus, writing data in parallel may only be an
additional step.
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Abstract—Simulation has become one of the primary tools for
the evaluation of transportation systems. To investigate novel concepts such as autonomous vehicles or car-2-car communication,
new simulation and modelling techniques are required to increase
the meaningfulness and impact of simulation studies. To this
end, we develop CityMoS, an easy-to-use, city-scale, microscopic,
agent-based mobility simulation framework. The main intended
use of this framework is the assessment of autonomous vehicles
(AV) with a particular focus on the interaction with conventional
vehicles (CV). In order to achieve this, we aim at revising
conventional car-following models as well as introducing novel
hierarchical models for AVs. A focus will lie on providing a
validated city-scale scenario that researchers can parametrise and
use to evaluate novel applications. Lastly, we put an emphasis on
making our simulation environment interoperable with existing
tools either by coupling them or by providing open interfaces to
interact with CityMoS.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The future of mobility will most likely be autonomous.
This does not only add challenges to private road traffic,
but also to public transportation on and off the road. In
order to evaluate the impact of such fundamental changes on
current and future infrastructure, simulation tools are required
that allow researchers and policy makers to evaluate possible
scenarios to support long-term decision making. Ideally, these
tools are able to simulate entire cities or regions with a large
number of agents (>100k) while at the same time maintaining
a manageable level of complexity.
The number of agents is by far not the only requirement:
The performance of the simulation environments has to be
magnitudes better than wall-clock time in order to explore the
large parameter spaces associated with autonomous vehicles.
Also, most existing microscopic mobility models are not sufficient to simulate autonomous vehicles (AV) as they only focus
on the low-level control of the vehicle without considering
trajectory planning or higher level decision making. Lastly,
in the context of intelligent transportation systems and smart
cities, the high level of connectivity will have a significant
impact on the traffic. This includes other participants, e.g.,
pedestrians, as well as infrastructure such as car parks, signage
or traffic lights. Disregarding this aspect will therefore not
allow researchers to investigate the full scope of future traffic.
A new approach towards city-scale mobility simulation is
required, where many different concepts of models have to
be integrated. The simulation has to provide the possibility to
explore large city areas, while at the same time offering a high

level of detail. In this paper, we are presenting the current plans
for city-scale mobility simulation platform CityMoS, which
aims at solving the aforementioned challenges. An integral part
of this simulation platform is the support for high performance
computing environments and cloud-based solutions. This is
necessary due to the computationally intensive nature of highdetail city-scale simulations that might be infeasible to run on
a workstation computer.
To achieve this high level of detail and to arrive at meaningful results, a focus of CityMoS will be the modelling of
conventional vehicles and autonomous vehicles. Microscopic
mobility models for human drivers are optimistic in the
way that they do not allow for human errors or unexpected
behaviour. This is, however, necessary to learn how, in a
mixed traffic scenario, autonomous vehicles will react to such
behaviour. Secondly, limiting autonomous mobility to only
car-following and lane-change models is insufficient as it
disregards higher level control of the vehicle that will have
a decisive impact on the decisions and routing of the vehicle.
Lastly, the interconnectivity of intelligent transportation systems has to be taken into account. To this end, we implemented
the TraCI protocol into CityMoS to allow coupling with
network simulations such as ns-3 [1] and OMNeT++ [2].
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
There exists quite a number of traffic simulation platforms.
Among the most widely used commercial traffic simulators,
VISUM and VISSIM [3] play an important role. VISUM is
a macroscopic traffic simulator that focuses on the modelling
of traffic demand and traffic flows. VISSIM on the other hand
simulates on a microscopic level, that is, each vehicle is an
agent with specific behavioural models such as car-following
and lane-change models. Due to the closed-source nature of
VISSIM, it is not possible to extend it in a way so that studies
of mixed CV and AV traffic can be conducted. VISSIM is
therefore more suitable for traffic planning in general than for
the development of models to study of novel applications.
The Multi-Agent Transport Simulation (MATSIM) [4] offers
a microscopic traffic simulation platform for the simulation of
large scenarios. It works on activities that are fixed at the beginning of the simulation, which makes it impossible to change
routes or behaviour of vehicles during run-time. This is a
major drawback when it comes to investigation of autonomous
mobility in an interconnected intelligent transportation system.
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The concepts and methods of VSimRTI are interesting and
will serve as valuable input for the development of CityMoS.
In earlier work, we presented SEMSim (Scalable Electromobility Simulation traffic [12]), a (sub-)microscopic traffic
simulation platform initially developed to study the effect of
electric vehicles on the transport system. In this context, submicroscopic means that, in addition to lane-change and carfollowing models, agents also incorporate different vehicle
components such as the battery. SEMSim is designed to be
a city-scale simulation platform that can be used in a single
or multi-node execution environment. It is the basis for the
development of CityMoS.
III. C ITY M O S
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Fig. 1. Components of CityMoS.

Furthermore, creating scenarios in MATSIM is a complex task
due to the lack of a general user interface.
SUMO, short for Simulation of Urban Mobility [5], is a microscopic agent-based traffic simulator that allows to simulate
a large number of vehicles in a predefined network. It features
well-known car-following models such as the intelligent driver
model (IDM) [6], but lacks the possibility to easily extend
or introduce new models, which is something we believe is
necessary to study autonomous vehicles. The road network
can be generated from open street map data or it can be
synthetically generated. SUMO comes with a graphical userinterface but only for controlling the simulation and inspecting
the current simulation progress, the configuration has to be
created externally and loaded into the GUI at start. SUMO
comes with TraCI, an interface to retrieve information about
the simulation and also to control it during simulation time.
This interface is based on TCP socket and a binary protocol.
It has been used to bidirectionally couple network simulators
such as ns-2 (Trans [7]), ns-3 (iTetris [8]) or OMNeT++
(veins [9]) with SUMO. This is important to learn how
network communication can influence traffic and also how the
network topology affects communication metrics.
A simulation environment that combines various simulations from different domains is VSimRTI [10]. It couples
various simulators such as OMNeT++, VISSIM, or SUMO
following concepts similar to IEEE HLA [11]. The simulator
itself takes the role of the controller, dealing with synchronization, interaction and all other management tasks. Other
simulators can be coupled using generic VSimRTI interfaces.

The City Mobility Simulator (CityMoS) aims at being
an extendible simulation platform that allows the evaluation
of various mobility aspects holistically on a city scale. An
overview of all planned and already functional components
is given in Figure 1. The core is a discrete event simulation
(DES) platform that deals with the dispatching and scheduling
of events as well as the necessary steps to realize parallel
execution. A particular focus will be set on the development
of new modules to incorporate more modes of transport as well
as the support for various co-simulation protocols to couple
other simulation environments with CityMoS. This includes
the TraCI protocol which is widely used in the context of
vehicular network simulation [9]. Furthermore, we aim at
supporting HLA as well as being Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI) [13] conformable.
Microscopic mobility models: Apart from simulating private vehicle traffic, we aim to also integrate public transport
(including non-road-based transport), as well as pedestrian
movement. The main advantage of using CityMoS over other
solutions is the integration of autonomous models for personal
vehicles and also for road-based public transport vehicles. To
this end, we develop a hierarchical model that is capable of
incorporating various types of incoming information, planning
routes and trajectories, instead of solely controlling low-level
actions of the vehicle. In order to study the effects autonomous
vehicles have on conventional human-driven vehicles, we
further need to revise existing car-following and lane-changing
models as the ones that are currently used in simulation tools
have several drawbacks: They are deterministic and collisionfree, which means that unpredictable or even irrational human
behaviour will not be represented in the simulation. It is
however exactly this kind of behaviour which may be of
interest when studying mixed traffic of autonomous and conventional vehicles. The introduction of accidents occurrence
model capability will further allow to simulate traffic flow
control strategies.
Scenario modelling: We aim at extending the functionality
of CityMoS by including multi-mode traffic assignment and
demand models. This is required since SEMSim worked
solely on tempo-spatial origin-destination pairs for private
vehicular traffic. CityMoS, however, with the inclusion of
public transport, pedestrian and autonomous mobility, needs
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demand modelling on a different level. Since this data is not
trivial to obtain for all scenarios, work in CityMoS will also go
into building tools and guidelines to create such information.
Additionally, the goal is to provide realistic large-scale multimodal demand input data for an easy start into using CityMoS
for all kind of simulation scenarios. Ideally, CityMoS will
come with calibrated and validated scenarios consisting of
road networks and travel demand. This enables researchers to
quickly set up their simulation without spending time going
through the complex process of road network conversion,
demand modelling and general data-preprocessing steps.
Bidirectionally coupling: Making CityMoS capable of
coupling with existing simulation environments and allowing
for the easy integration of other models is one of the key
objectives. We are in the process of implementing the TraCI
protocol [14] into CityMoS to allow interaction with OMNeT++ and other TraCI-compatible simulators. This opens
the door for the evaluation of communication networks, or
in a broader scope, smart city applications. CityMoS will
then serve as the provider of mobility information, offering
information about the states of the simulated agents. At
the same time, this interface can be used to control agent
behaviour in the simulation. Coupling always comes with
overhead as information between the simulations has to be
exchanged and synchronization has to be taken care of. A
clear software architecture with pre-defined interfaces will help
users to implement their own models into CityMoS to avoid
this overhead.
User interface: Another important aspect to increase user
acceptance is to provide a reliable and well-structured user
interface. The visualisation of the simulation for demonstration
purposes needs to be appealing and meaningful, as showing
how a certain application affects the simulation is often a
decisive factor for research. User interfaces go beyond only
visualising the current state of the simulation and includes presimulation data-processing tools, configuration tools as well as
model and parametrization repositories, and a post-simulation
analysis. We want to make the set-up process for simulations
as self-explanatory and guided as possible while still providing
full control over all simulation parameters.
Performance: We are aiming to provide a cloud-based
solution for large-scale experiments as well as a local execution environment for smaller studies. Apart from modelling
components and entities in the simulation environment, the
execution of the simulation studies conducted with CityMoS
should be faster than wall-clock time for a mega-city application. This means we are working on the execution environment
to be scalable from a workstation computer for small-scale
experiments up to high performance distributed computing
infrastructures. To further speed up the simulation, we are
looking into possibilities to facilitate specialized co-processors
like FPGAS or GPUs.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the current state and the road
map for the development of CityMoS. It aims to be an easy-to-

use city-scale mobility simulator for both decision makers and
experts from academia and industry to allow high resolution
modeling of various participants in an intelligent transportation
system. It allows parallel, high performance simulation of
time horizons ranging from minutes up to multiple days
and combines various aspects of transport systems to allow
users to draw holistic conclusions. We put a strong focus on
the interoperability with other simulation environments, e.g.,
to allow studies regarding inter-vehicle communication and
autonomous mobility.
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Abstract—Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are about to
enter the market in the upcoming years. While direct message
exchange is limited to a few hundred meters and mostly line-ofsight, multi-hop forwarding can significantly extend the communication range. In this paper, the influence of network density and
vehicle distribution on multi-hop communication in VANETs is
investigated using a model of the city of Luxembourg. Introducing
an idealistic reference routing we identify the need for high
penetration rates to achieve acceptable reliability independent
of the selected routing protocol. A comparison with Greedy
forwarding shows its weaknesses to select proper next hop
candidates when the number of equipped vehicles increases.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless information exchange between vehicles is envisioned to improve traffic safety and efficiency with an extended
perception range beyond on-board sensors. Furthermore, cooperation and strategy alignment will play a crucial role
for highly automated driving. However, the communication
range of vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) technologies like
802.11p [1] and ETSI ITS-G5 [2] is limited to a few hundred
meters. Large obstacles like buildings or vehicles reduce it
even further.
Multi-hop communication can increase the available range
by utilizing intermediate nodes to relay the packet on behalf
of the source. Yet, selection of relay nodes and thus forming a forwarding path remains a challenging tasks due to
constantly changing network topologies. Geographic routing
protocols appear to be a promising candidate for multi-hop
communication in VANETs [3] and are also part of the ETSI
ITS framework [4].
In geographic routing, the location of communicating nodes
is used for addressing and forwarding decisions. A next hop is
usually selected on demand based on information collected via
periodic status messages, e.g. network beacons or Cooperative
Awareness Messages (CAMs) [5]. Convergence of the process
is ensured by only selecting nodes geographically closer to the
destination than the current position. A variety of algorithms
was suggested in recent years, a comprehensive overview can
be found in [6]. Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR)
[7] is one of the few examples providing a fall-back strategy
to route around dead ends by temporarily considering nodes
that are not closer to the destination. However, this so-called
Perimeter Mode was not included in the ETSI GeoNetworking
standard [8].
Reliable multi-hop communication highly depends on sufficient network density: If there are no suitable candidates

for relaying, forwarding is impossible. To avoid the negative impact of insufficient network connectivity, protocols in
VANETs are often evaluated with well populated scenarios
- likely a straight highway or a Manhattan Grid. However,
the minimum requirements for multi-hop communication in
realistic deployment scenarios remain unknown.
In this paper, a model of the city of Luxembourg [9] is used
to investigate the feasibility of multi-hop communication for
varying traffic densities and technology penetration rates. An
idealistic reference routing protocol is introduced to investigate
forwarding limits posed by connectivity of the network and
the distance convergence requirement of most geographic
protocols. The optimal protocol is compared to the Greedy
algorithm standardized in [8].
The remainder of this work is outlined as follows: The reference routing algorithm is introduced in Section II. Section III
describes the investigated scenario in more detail. Evaluation
results are provided in Section IV, while Section V concludes
the paper with an outlook on topics for future work.
II. R EFERENCE ROUTING WITH A D ETERMINISTIC
C OMMUNICATION M ODEL
The performance of a specific routing algorithm depends
on the proper selection of forwarding candidates as well as
the network topology, i.e distribution and density of direct
neighbors. To investigate these issues separately we introduce
a reference routing algorithm that finds optimal paths under
the constraints of a simplified deterministic communication
model. It leverages perfect information about all nodes in
the simulation environment and is therefore only intended for
comparison with existing protocols and analysis of scenarios.
In contrast to the work provided in [10] we focus on the
achievable performance using a global view on the network
not limiting the selection to a local strategy. Since all possible
paths are investigated, we will also find those that may require
suboptimal choices at intermediate hops.
A. Communication Model
Models for wireless communication links in network research usually include stochastic components to model fading
characteristics and other random properties of the channel.
However, in order to do an exhaustive search for shortest
paths a deterministic model is required to describe under which
conditions two vehicles can communicate using a direct link.
Since we intend to compare the reference routing with results
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obtained from real protocol implementations, we directly link
our model to the propagation characteristics of simulated channel. However, only the deterministic part is used neglecting
signal variations introduced by fast fading etc.
The evaluation in Section IV is based on the channel model
derived from measurements by Cheng et al. [11] extended
with support for buildings as obstacles [12]. According to the
model, two nodes are directly connected, if the received power
is above a configurable threshold prx min which depends on
the data rate and specific receiver characteristics. In this paper,
we assume prx min = −91 dBm based on the suggestions in
[13].

III. S CENARIO
A. A Realistic City Scenario
The Luxembourg SUMO Traffic (LuST) Scenario [9] provides 24 hours of mobility simulation for the city of Luxembourg using the traffic simulator SUMO [14]. It also includes
the outlines of buildings used by the propagation model. Fig. 1
shows the number of active vehicles over an entire day. We
selected three different times of the day to cover varying traffic
densities as summarized in Table I.

Scenario
low
medium
high

Time
11:05am
1:20pm
8:15am

Vehicles
1700
3200
5000

high
5000

4000

Active Vehicles

B. Shortest Path Optimal Routing
Assuming global knowledge within the simulation environment, a shortest path with respect to the number of hops can
be found with the following algorithm:
Require: source s, destination d, set of all nodes N ,
1: Initialize connectivity tree T with root s
2: C = N \ {s}, Lin = {s}, Lout = ∅
3: while C 6= ∅ and Lin 6= ∅ do
4:
for all c ∈ C do
5:
for all l ∈ Lin do
6:
if connected(c, l) then
7:
C = C \ {c}
8:
Lout = Lout ∪ {c}
9:
Add c as child of l in T
10:
if c = d then
11:
return Path from s to c in T
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
end for
16:
Lin = Lout , Lout = ∅
17: end while
18: return No path
The outlined algorithm considers all remaining nodes in
each step independent of their location with respect to the
destination. This strategy is called select all. To model the
distance convergence of most geographic routing protocols,
we define a second strategy select closer where children have
to be closer to the destination than their parents in the tree.
It limits the paths found by the reference algorithm to those
discoverable by protocols requiring constant progress towards
the destination. The difference between both strategies shows
the potential packet loss introduced by local routing optima.

TABLE I
S IMULATION S CENARIOS

medium

3000

2000

low

1000

0
0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

60000

70000

80000

Time [s]

Fig. 1. Active vehicles in the LuST scenario over 24h and the selected periods.

B. Communication Patterns
Communication patterns characterize the data flow within
the network: which nodes communicate and how often do
they exchange packets. The patterns directly depend on the
specific applications. However, with a lot of research focusing
on broadcast dissemination of information in VANETs, real
applications using unicast communication between vehicles
are still missing. We therefore model the data traffic according
to the following principles:
1) Communication is limited to a local context with information exchange in close proximity happening more
frequent.
2) Communication is sporadic with only a few exchanged
messages per session in contrast to stream-like data
flows in consumer networks dominated by multimedia
traffic.
In our evaluation, each session consists of a single packet.
First, a source vehicle s is selected randomly among all
active vehicles vi in the simulation. Then, a random target
distance dt is drawn from an exponential distribution with a
mean of 500 m and a maximum bound at 2000 m. Finally,
the selection of the destination is based on minimizing the
difference between dt and dist(s, vi ).
IV. E VALUATION
A. Simulation Environment and Parameters
The simulation environment consists of the network simulator ns-3 [15], the traffic simulator SUMO [14] and the
ezCar2X framework [16], [17] implementing the ETSI ITS
protocol stack. Multiple simulations of the same parameter
set with different random seeds were run using [18]. The main
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0.10

Parameter
Standard
Tx Power, Tx Rate
Propagation Model
Packet Size, Packet Interval
Beaconing Scheme
Neighbor Timeout
Simulation Runs
Duration per Run

1.0

Packet Delivery Ratio

0.8

Packet Delivery Ratio Difference

TABLE II
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Value
802.11p
23 dBm, 6 Mbps
Cheng et al. [11] with [12]
300 Bytes, 0.1 s
Adaptive CAM generation [5]
5s
32
1000 s

0.08

low
medium
high

low
medium
high

0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00

Scenario

Scenario

0.1

0.2

0.5

Penetration Rate

1.0

Fig. 3. Packet delivery ratio improvement by applying select all instead of
select closer.

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.5

Penetration Rate

1.0

Fig. 2. Packet delivery ratio with the select closer strategy.

simulation models and parameters are summarized in Table II;
beaconing scheme and neighbor timeout only apply to Greedy
Forwarding.
B. Reference Routing
The packet delivery ratios achieved by applying the reference routing algorithm with the select closer strategy are
summarized in Figure 2. Each scenario was simulated with
4 different penetration rates: 10%, 20%, 50% and 100%. As
expected, the delivery ratio increases if more communicating
vehicles are available. This is consistent across scenarios as
well as penetration rates.
With only 10% equipped vehicles the expected delivery
ratio exceeds 50% only during morning rush hour. Of the
successfully delivered packets, roughly 75% (i.e. 37.5% of
all transmitted packets) can be attributed to a direct link
between the chosen source and destination. Only few packets
could be delivered when more than one hop is required.
Once the penetration rate increases this trend changes. The
ratio of single-hop packets to all transmitted packets only
slightly increases to 43% while the remaining communication
is provided via multiple hops.
Nonetheless, even with 100% penetration rate the delivery
ratio stalls at approx. 90% in the most favorable case. While
a failure rate of about 10% may be tolerable by some applications, it is definitely too high for low-latency or mission critical
use cases. Additional mechanisms on higher layers to cope
with the considerable amount of packet loss are unavoidable.

Figure 3 shows the increase in packet delivery ratio if the
selection of potential forwarders is not limited to nodes closer
to the destination. Similar to the general trend, the benefit
increases if more vehicles are available. This can be explained
by an increase in forwarding candidates making it more likely
to find one in a suitable location. However, the overall increase
of at most 7% may explain why more sophisticated strategies
to deal with local optima were not included in the ETSI
GeoNetworking standard.
Furthermore, the increase in reliability comes at the price of
additional hops. In contrast to more realistic approaches the
reference algorithm does not suffer from packet loss during
a transmission. Nonetheless, the probability of such an error
is larger than zero for each hop. Thus, failure probability for
the entire path increases with its length. This may counteract
the reliability gain by the broader selection policy in a real
deployment.
C. Greedy Forwarding
A comparison between the packet delivery ratio achieved by
the reference algorithm (select closer) and Greedy Forwarding
for the same scenario is shown in Fig. 4. There are two
observations worth noting: For low penetration rates Greedy
performs even slightly better than our reference approach, but
for higher network densities it struggles.
The performance advantage of the real protocol over our
reference can be explained by the missing randomness in
the communication model. While the simulation for Greedy
includes a fading component following a Nakagami distribution, the reference algorithm does not. On average fading
reduces the received power even further but may increase it
occasionally modeling constructive interference of multiple
paths. The resulting increase in communication range allows
to reach neighbors with a direct link that are discarded by the
reference algorithm. However, this effect is only significant for
packets delivered via a single hop and diminishes for longer
paths.
More vehicles lead to more selection options in each forwarding step. Unfortunately, in Greedy’s case more options
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Packet Delivery Ratio Difference

0.3
0.2

R EFERENCES

Scenario

low
medium
high

0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3

0.1

0.2

0.5

Penetration Rate

1.0

Fig. 4. Packet delivery ratio difference between Greedy Forwarding and the
reference algorithm applying the select closer strategy.

also lead to more flawed decisions compared to the optimal
reference. With increasing network density always selecting
the vehicle with the highest distance progress has several
drawbacks:
• Optimizing for higher distances between sender and receiver makes it more likely that the selected candidate is
not within communication range anymore.
• If the destination is on an adjacent road, nodes in the
middle of a road segment have a lower chance of getting
around the corner than those close to intersections [19].
However, protocols to overcome these drawbacks have
already been suggested, e.g. [20], [21], [22], and will be
investigated in the future.
V. C ONCLUSION
Vehicular communication is an important step towards cooperative automated driving. In this paper we have investigated
properties of multi-hop communication for vehicles in the city
of Luxembourg depending on the penetration rate and road
traffic density. We introduced an idealistic reference routing
algorithm based on a deterministic communication model and
compared it to the standardized Greedy approach.
We showed that reliable multi-hop communication depends
on a sufficient penetration rate which will not be available from
the first day. Thus, augmenting the ad hoc network with other
technologies like cellular communication can help to bridge
the connectivity cap in the early stages of deployment.
Future work should focus on further improving the communication model with respect to realistic channel behavior. The
influence of an increase in transmission range also needs to be
investigated. Finally, we intend to apply other existing routing
protocols to the same scenario to get more comprehensive
results.
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Abstract—The standardization work for Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V) communication based on IEEE 802.11p has advanced
enough for the start of application development. Future providers
of V2V communication applications need to know the technical
boundaries of their products to be able to keep their promises
towards the customers. As these applications are based on the
information received from other road users, their successful
operation depends on the communication quality provided by
the surrounding setting. With many obstacles such as buildings,
foliage and infrastructure, urban scenarios pose a challenge
to the communication quality for Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks
(VANETs). This paper investigates the communication characteristics of different urban environments in terms of Line-of-Sight
probability. We find a strong correlation between the chance
of a building blocking the line of sight not only based on the
distance but also on the angle between two vehicles. The latter
property has not yet received wide attention from the research
community, however, we believe it opens interesting ways both
to design future applications and to stochastically model urban
V2V communication.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Future services and applications based on V2V communication require a certain amount of information in a certain
time and/or over a certain spatial expansion to provide their
envisioned quality of service. If these requirements are not
met and the promised effect cannot be reached, the comfort
or even the safety of a driver suffers. In order to prevent the
client from disenchantment and the provider from an image
loss, technical limitations need to be taken into account when
developing new applications. These requirements depend on the
communication quality available in the field. For that purpose,
this paper introduces preliminary investigations to automatically
estimate the communication characteristics of a specific urban
scenario.
The surrounding environment of a VANET determines the
communication characteristics and thus defines the communication quality. In this paper we introduce and examine
the hypothesis, that urban scenarios do have a deterministic
communication characteristics based on their topology. In
the following, these characteristics will be represented by
the probability for a Line-of-Sight (LOS) link between two
communication partners depending on their distance and their
angle to each other. We found out that the angle between
vehicles is a crucial parameter for the differentiation between
scenario topologies’ influence on VANETs. In every situation

a object leads to a Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) condition
between communication partners, it potentially attenuates the
radio signal and thereby negatively affects the communication
quality. Hence a LOS condition will always provide better
communication quality than NLOS. Karedal [1] for example
shows with measurements that the absence of LOS is a severe
problem for collision avoidance applications. Focussing solely
on LOS probabilities, we can isolate effects caused by the
topology of a scenario, as this probability is not dependent on
communication parameters such as the transmission power.
II. R ELATED WORK
The effect of urban scenarios on vehicular communication
has been studied by both industry and academia. Oishi et al.
examined the influence of the building density within a scenario
on channel characteristics [2]. The paper uses the building
density to describe the influence of the inter-vehicular angle
on the LOS probability between communication partners. For
that purpose, it considers an artificial road network with solely
90 degree angles and rectangular buildings. This simplified
synthetic scenario, however, cannot be transferred to real urban
scenarios that have different topologies.
Samimi et al. [3] and Sun et al. [4] define a model describing the influence of an urban scenario on millimeter-wave
outdoor communication and 5G communication, respectively.
In contrast to Oishi [2], Samimi [3] and Sun [4] conducted
their investigations with real urban scenarios, but they did not
examine the difference in the impact on the communication
of various urban scenarios and the important role of the intervehicular angle.
In this paper, we want to give a more realistic and a broader
view on the communication characteristics of Inter-Vehicle
Communication (IVC) depending on the setting of urban
scenarios. We do that by investigating various typical categories
of real urban scenarios in Germany.
III. E VALUATION PARAMETERS
Our hypothesis is that different categories of urban scenario
settings have different LOS probabilities. Additionally, we
suppose that this relation is deterministic and can be modeled.
To examine this hypothesis, both the influencing factors,
that is, the parameters of a scenario, as well as resulting
communication characteristics, need to be evaluated. These are
introduced in the following two sections.
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Table I
S CENARIO ATTRIBUTES OF THE HISTORICAL CENTER AND TWO URBAN
RESIDENTIAL AREAS IN I NGOLSTADT, G ERMANY

(a) Historical Center
of Ingolstadt, Germany
(HistCtr)

(b) Feselenstraße, Ingolstadt, Germany (Urban1)

(c) Richard-WagnerStraße,
Ingolstadt,
Germany (Urban2)

Figure 1. Three scenarios of 800 m x 800 m, buildings are colored in red.

A. Scenario Attributes

Attributes

HistCtr

Urban1

Urban2

average length of road segment

87 m

143 m

104 m

number of roads

127

67

79

perc. area covered by roads

10.4%

9.2%

7.9%

number of curves

258

162

159

number of intersections

1117

57

66

average building area

304 m2

400 m2

567 m2

number of buildings

1035

413

251

perc. area covered by buildings

46.4%

24.7%

21.3%

For our investigations we selected urban scenarios from
four different categories: historical center, rural residential
area, urban residential area and industrial area. Concerning of curves and intersections. Although the buildings within the
the topology, we tried to capture the highest variance between historical center are smaller, the amount of the buildings is so
the urban settings and considered preferably homogeneous high that the percentage area covered by buildings is twice as
scenarios to avoid ambiguous results.
high as in the urban residential area.
LOS probability values are determined by the road network
It is important to state that this list is not complete as it does
and the arrangement and extension of buildings. The roads not, for example, capture the shapes and constellations of the
define possible geometrical setups of VANETs in relation given buildings. The consideration of more detailed influence
to the buildings within a scenario. Hence, the geometrical factors is left to future work.
properties of buildings and roads represent the scenario
attributes decisive for the communication characteristics. For B. Parameters of Communication Characteristics
This paper focuses on the impact of the geometrical scenario
the sake of comparability, these attributes need to be measurable
setting on VANETs characteristics. Thus this influence factor
and extractable, e.g., from maps described in XML.
The road network attributes are given in the following list: needs to be isolated from other influencing factors like the
material a radio wave penetrates through (i.e. the facade of
1) average length of road segment in [m]
buildings or the air humidity). The focus on the geometry of
2) number of roads
a scenario happens by the evaluation of the chance to meet
3) percentage area covered by roads
a LOS constellation, which offers communication conditions
4) number of curves
far better than NLOS constellations. The presence of a LOS
5) number of intersections
gets evaluated between a sender and all potential receivers
A road consists of several lane segments and ends as soon
for every sent message. As introduced in Section I, the LOS
as there is no consecutive lane that forms an angle between
probability serves as an indicator for the communication
the next and the current lane segment, that lies in the range
quality expectable for the examined link. The distance and
◦
◦
of 20 and 160 . This definition is based on the assumption
angle between possible communication partners are decisive
that no building along a road can intersect a communication
parameters for the geometrical description of VANETs. Hence
link of two vehicles. The number of curves is indicated by the
the LOS probability was investigated regarding those two
◦
number of angles between two roads within the range of 20
parameters. The results are discussed in the following section.
◦
and 160 . An intersection is any junction of two roads with
an angle between 45◦ and 135◦ . These definitions should be
IV. C OMMUNICATION C HARACTERISTICS
perceived as indicators to capture the differences in various
To examine the LOS probability of urban scenarios we used
urban scenarios.
the Veins framework [5]. Simulations of several scenarios were
Concerning the buildings in a given scenario, we consider done with the same simulation setup. Periodic beacons were
the following list of attributes:
sent with a constant rate of 10 Hz, a transmission power of 20
6) average building area in [m2 ]
mW and a receiver sensitivity of -89 dBm. The size of each
7) number of buildings
simulated scenario was 800 m x 800 m with a VANET of 100
8) percentage area covered by buildings
vehicles in it. The vehicles were randomly placed on routes,
The attributes in Table I show the distinction in topology which were automatically generated weighted by the length
between the three scenarios depicted in Figure 1. The scenario and the number of lanes of a street. We conducted extensive
attribute values of the two urban residential scenarios are similar simulation runs for each selected scenario and also computed
and differ significantly from the value for the historical center. the scenario parameters presented in Subsection III-A. The
In contrast to the urban residential areas, the historical center output of one simulation run consisted of about 5 Mio. data
is characterized by short yet many roads with a large number sets, one for every simulated communication link. For each
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Figure 2. LOS probability over distance between sender and receiver for
seven scenarios in and around Ingolstadt, Germany.

Figure 3. LOS probability over angle between sender and receiver for seven
scenarios in and around Ingolstadt, Germany.

link the following information was collected: sender-receiver
distance, angle between sender and receiver, LOS/NLOS.
The evaluation of the communication characteristics of
VANETs depending on the surrounding scenario topology was
done in three steps. For randomly distributed vehicles in an
urban scenario the LOS probability decreases with increasing
distance between sender and receiver. The larger the distance
between two communication partners, the higher the probability
for the presence of a building intersecting the communication
link. This obvious relation will be investigated in the first step.
Motivated by the findings presented in [6], the influence of the
inter-vehicular angle on the LOS probability will be discussed
secondly. Lastly, the combined impact of distance and angle is
evaluated under consideration of the scenario-specific attributes.

the LOS probability already for smaller distances in the
historical center.
The average building area of a scenario and the entanglement
of a road network interact, as large buildings determine long,
straight roads. That relation is also observable in Table I for
the urban residential scenarios. The other case, where smaller
buildings lead to a more angular road network, is shown by
the historical scenario. As expected, a higher building density
induces an overall lower chance for LOS conditions.
Comparing all four scenario categories, Figure 2 provides
the following findings: There are two obvious groups of curves.
One group contains the rural residential areas and the historical
center showing the same behavior. The second group consists
of the urban residential and the industrial areas with a small
difference between them, but not as large as to the first group.
The latter provides the worst communication conditions, as the
decrease of their LOS probability starts for smaller distances
and proceeds with a higher gradient. The industrial areas
tend to provide the best communication conditions as their
LOS probability decreases with the smallest gradient over the
distance.

A. LOS Probability over Distance

Our assumption is that urban scenarios with similar topologies have similar communication characteristics and vice
versa. To examine the similarities and differences of the
simulation results regarding the topology, scenario attributes
were introduced in Subsection III-A. Table I contrasts these
attributes for the historical center and the two urban residential B. LOS Probability over Angle
scenarios in Ingolstadt, Germany. Figure 2 shows the simulation
We introduced the entanglement as a property of road
results for seven scenarios in and around Ingolstadt, Germany, networks described by the combination of the following
evaluated with respect to the LOS probability over the sender- scenario attributes: Average road length, number of curves, and
receiver distance.
crossings. To evaluate the influence from road entanglement
At first glance there is an obvious similarity within the on the V2V communication, we analyzed the LOS probability
urban residential areas’ attribute values and an obvious distance over the angle between sender and receiver. For that purpose,
to the historical areas’ values. Figure 2 shows the same we used the same angle definition as [6].
behavior concerning the LOS probability, supporting our
[6] describes the results of a simulation-based examination
hypothesis. In comparison to the historical scenario the urban of the impact of different antenna patterns on VANETs. As
residential scenarios contain long roads, with few crossings mentioned before, this paper focuses on the impact of urban
and curves. That indicates a low level of entanglement within settings, hence it uses an idealistic isotropic antenna. In future
the road network. Due to long, straight roads without buildings work different antenna patterns can easily be integrated. Figure
intersecting a communication link, the LOS probability remains 3 shows similar results for the LOS probability over the
high over large distances for urban residential areas. In contrast angle as [6] does for the the number of received packets.
to that, a large number of intersections and short roads decrease That additionally confirms the LOS probability as a suitable
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topology-based indicator for the communication characteristics
of VANETs.
Figure 3 visualizes the LOS probability over the intervehicular angle for the same seven scenarios as Figure 2 does
over the distance. Vehicles driving on the same road form
angles of about 0◦ /360◦ or 180◦ to each other. The simulation
results verify the assumption that vehicles on the same road
have the significantly highest LOS probabilities within an
urban scenario. The LOS probability at the angle value 180◦
for the urban residential scenarios are nearly 80%. Whereas
the historical center provides only a 50% LOS probability. As
a result, the possibility for vehicles driving the same road is
higher in urban residential areas than in an historical area. That
fact is also provable by the scenario attributes in Table I. Urban
residential areas contain a lower level of entanglement by a
larger average road length and fewer curves and intersections
than the historical center. Additionally, the smaller percentage
of area covered by buildings in urban residential areas facilitates
higher LOS probabilities for vehicles not using the same road.
These cases are represented by the angle values other than 0◦ ,
180◦ , and 360◦ . All in all, the three groups of lines that are
observable in Figure 2 are also visible in Figure 3 and they
are arranged in the same order.

(a) Historical center Ingolstadt, Germany (HistCtr)

(b) Feselenstraße, Ingolstadt, Germany (Urban1)

C. LOS Probability over Distance and Angle
In this section we examine the distance and angle between
sender and receiver as common predictors for the LOS
probability. The evaluation results, represented in Figure 4,
show that there is a higher LOS probability for larger distances
around the angles of 0◦ /360◦ and 180◦ . This points out the
importance of the inter-vehicular angle. The Figures 4b and
4c demonstrate the similarity of two scenarios with a similar
topology. A comparison of these two heatmaps with the one in
Figure 4a shows clear differences. This supports the assumption
of a site-specific influence on VANETs. In a following step,
a representative cross-section of German cities, about thirty
urban scenarios were evaluated, large cities, as well as small
cities. The same observations were made.
These investigations led to the following assumption: Today,
due to neighbor and fire protection reasons, the arrangement of
buildings is regulated by law. Areas like historical centers, that
evolved over centuries, contain a high level of entanglement as
they grew slowly and did not have to follow any regulations
regarding the placement and dimension of buildings. However,
new urban residential areas, that are artificially designed as a
whole, do have to observe the law and therefore contain a low
level of entanglement. In rural areas a mixture of both grown
historical center and new artificial areas is observable.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, the impact of an urban scenario topology on
the communication characteristics of VANETs is presented.
This is done by the evaluation of the influence that distance and
angle between sender and receiver vehicles have on the LOS
probability of a communication link. Furthermore, this paper
proposes a measure by introducing site-specific attributes to

(c) Richard-Wagner-Straße, Ingolstadt, Germany (Urban2)
Figure 4. Heatmaps for three German scenarios with the angle between
vehicles on the x axis and the distance on the y axis. Lighter colors represent
a higher LOS probability.

calculate road and building characteristics of a given scenario.
This can be transferred to new areas.
In a future step we will elaborate a model that predicts
the influence of a scenario topology on the communication
characteristics of a VANET by the scenario attributes for
every urban scenario. For that purpose, the sufficiency of the
introduced scenario attributes needs to be evaluated.
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Even if the acquisition of such a stack may be affordable, it
remains hard to use these stacks in another way than the one
foreseen by the original vendor. Many communication stacks
are designed for a particular hardware environment and may
only work when this hardware is present.
Proprietary V2X communication stacks hence suffer from
at least one or more of following problems which restrict their
usefulness for research:
• Blackbox behaviour: Lacking source code availability the
behaviour of a V2X communication stack can only be
observed at its API and radio interface. Despite a test
suite provided by ETSI, this hinders a thorough analysis
and validation of the implementation.
• Customisability: The degree of customisability depends
largely on the provided API. More radical customisations
tend to be increasingly difficult if not impossible.
• Sharing: Modifications and extensions are difficult to
I. I NTRODUCTION
share with the research community because the underlying
Without a doubt, Vehicle-to-Anything (V2X) communication
proprietary implementation cannot be shared.
will change mobility in the foreseeable future. The European
• Costs: Commercial stacks are more or less expensive. This
Commission reaffirmed its support for Cooperative Intelligent
might be obstructive for new researchers to the field.
Transport Systems (C-ITS) recently and named the hybrid
Table I lists available V2X software applicable for the
combination of ETSI ITS-G5 and cellular networks the most ETSI ITS-G5 communication. For sure, this list is by no
promising V2X communication mix [1]. Likewise, the US means exhaustive but represents those options we know about
legislature is pushing V2X technology through a rulemaking through publicly available information. We do not advertise any
process [2]. Both sides of the Atlantic build their hopes on V2X particular solution but recommend to compare those carefully
communication for more traffic safety by reducing accidents if they fulfil individual requirements. Some of the commercial
and their ramifications as well as increased mobility efficiency solutions might not be totally unique implementations at all
by reducing traffic congestions.
but contain licensed third-party code. Autotalks, a developer of
In Europe, V2X communication is standardised by ETSI V2X chipsets, does not offer a own software stack but claims
as an architecture named ITS-G5 [3]. This paper highlights that eight third-party implementations are available for their
Vanetza, an open-source implementation of several ITS-G5 chipset CRATON21 .
standards. While other implementations also exist, which are
The C2X SDK [4] previously offered by NEC Laboratories
looked at in Section II, Vanetza is nonetheless unique as it is
Europe for research purposes, is no longer available as of
the only freely available ITS-G5 protocol stack currently. In
January 20172 . Consequently, it boils down to three openSection III, standardised as well as experimental key features
source implementations dealing with ITS-G5: Voronov et
of Vanetza are presented. Vanetza’s versatility is then outlined
al. share a Java library under the terms of Apache License
in Section IV by reference to several usage scenarios, e.g.
2.0. Their library can be used to generate packets conveying
simulations, embedded systems and testbeds. Last but not least,
Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) or Decentralized
gaps for future development and third-party contributions are
Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs) [5]. This
named in Section V.
library provides neither packet routing nor an ITS-G5 security
II. R ELATED V2X S OFTWARE
Abstract—A plethora of applications are envisaged based
on wireless communication between vehicles, promising novel
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems for safety, comfort and
efficiency. Prototyping, testing and evaluation of such applications
is challenging when no appropriate tools are readily available.
Vanetza is our contribution towards a comprehensive open-source
environment for Vehicle-to-Anything (V2X) communication as
specified by the ITS-G5 standards for Europe. A brief comparison with other currently available ITS-G5 software highlights
Vanetza’s uniqueness in the field of Vehicular Ad Hoc Network
(VANET) communication stacks. Using Vanetza as ITS-G5 implementation for research and testing is a natural fit because it has
been explicitly designed for these purposes. This paper outlines
the features currently supported by Vanetza and how it can be
deployed for diverse use cases ranging from embedded systems
to large-scale simulations. An outlook of future development
directions finishes this momentary insight into Vanetza off.
Index Terms—Inter-Vehicle Communication, GeoNetworking,
ETSI ITS-G5, Vehicular Ad Hoc Network

The majority of available V2X communication stacks is
not freely available but tightly bound to particular products.

1 http://www.auto-talks.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/SOFTAWARE.
pdf (Accessed on 21.03.2017)
2 http://c2x-sdk.neclab.eu (Accessed on 17.03.2017)
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Table I
S UMMARY OF ITS-G5 S OFTWARE
License
Proprietary

Commsignia

Proprietary

ezCar2x by Fraunhofer ESK

Proprietary

Kapsch TrafficCom

Proprietary

Marben V2X

Proprietary

NORDSYS waveBEE

Proprietary

OpenC2X

Open-source (LGPLv3)

Vanetza

Open-source (LGPLv3)

Voronov’s et al. GeoNetworking

Open-source (Apache 2.0)

Short description and reference
Requires a Cohda chipset and Cohda’s extensions to the Linux kernel
http://cohdawireless.com/Portals/0/MKx_SDK_10122015.pdf
Full stack running on Linux and automotive real-time OS
http://www.commsignia.com/software/
Collection of C++ libraries intended for prototyping and simulations
https://www.esk.fraunhofer.de/en/research/projects/ezCar2X.html
Included in their systems (EVK-3300, TS3306 and others), seems to run on Linux
https://www.kapsch.net/ktc/downloads
Full stack, C++ source code available, claims to be highly portable (OS and hardware)
http://marben-products.com/v2x/v2x-software-solution.html
Runs on Linux-based waveBEE boxes intended for application development
http://nordsys.de/en/car2x-produkte-2/280-wavebeesoftware.html
Focussed on applications, no support of network protocols
http://www.ccs-labs.org/software/openc2x/
C++ library covering GeoNet, BTP, DCC and Security (Facilities only rudimentary)
http://www.vanetza.org
Java implementation (incomplete for Day One usage, e.g. missing packet forwarding)
https://github.com/alexvoronov/geonetworking

layer implementation, though, which are required features
for Day One ITS stations. Researchers preferring the Java
ecosystem might still find it useful as their starting point.
OpenC2X by Laux et al. aims to establish a prototyping
platform for ITS-G5 [6]. Using off-the-shelf hardware one can
deploy a home-brew V2X communication device. Version 1.0 of
OpenC2X includes some effort to gather required data through
a vehicle’s OBD-II interface and a GPS receiver. Otherwise it
seems to focus on functional aspects of V2X applications but
not on a fully operational implementation of GeoNetworking
or the ITS-G5 security layer.
Vanetza, then again, aims at providing generic ITS-G5
networking features but is not a standalone software by design.
Programs linking to the Vanetza libraries are expected to take
care of platform specifics, e.g. binding Vanetza to a wireless
radio interface. Generic features such as GeoNetworking,
Basic Transport Protocol (BTP) and Decentralized Congestion
Control (DCC) are rather unaffected by the hosting V2X
platform. Retrieval of vehicle parameters such as position or
speed, though, depends highly on the target platform. Thus,
integration into a specific vehicular environment has to be
realised by the linking program.
III. F EATURES
ITS-G5 components, which are mostly independent of the
intended target platform, are in the focus of Vanetza. This
comprises the network and transport layers as well as the
congestion control and security cross-layers, which are coloured
green in Figure 1.
Vanetza is written in C++11 and depends on a few portable
libraries, i.e. it can be built for almost any system where a
standard-compliant C++11 compiler and these dependencies
(Boost, GeographicLib, Crypto++ and optionally OpenSSL)
are available. Platforms known to work so far are Linux (x86,
ARM) and Windows (x86).

Applications
DCC_fac

Facilities
BTP

DCC_net
DCC_acc

GeoNet

Security

Name
Cohda Wireless SDK

Radio (PHY & MAC)
Figure 1. Layers supported by Vanetza (green) in the ITS-G5 architecture

A. Basic principles
There are several components in ITS-G5 depending on time
progress, e.g. expiry of location table entries, packet routing
or repetitions. Vanetza, however, is a purely reactive system
on purpose, i.e. no Vanetza code runs without stimuli from
outside. Those stimuli can be incoming and outgoing packets
but also time triggers. Such time triggers are supported by
Vanetza through its Runtime instance, which can be used by
other components for scheduling timed callbacks. Progress of
Runtime in turn is controlled from outside, e.g. a system clock
read by the enclosing program.
Packets are a substantial data structure in any network
protocol stack. When an outgoing packet traverses the Vanetza
protocol stack, each layer can add its header information in
form of data structures. Ownership of a packet is passed on
layer by layer so copying costs are reduced. For over-theair transmissions those structured packets can be serialised to
plain bytes on request. Vice versa, layer boundaries in incoming
packet byte streams can be marked. This eases the parsing and
extracting of protocol headers.
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B. GeoNetworking

A. VANET Simulations

GeoNetworking, the network layer in ITS-G5, provides
many features, e.g. routing of packets based on geographic
positions and areas, detection of duplicate packets, store &
carry forwarding for delay-tolerant transmissions, and packet
repetitions [7]. Albeit only the feature subset required for Day
One deployment is implemented, geonet::Router is one of
Vanetza’s most powerful classes. Most notably, the Single Hop
Broadcast (SHB) and GeoBroadcast (GBC) modes required
for CAM and DENM dissemination are included.

Simulations of hundreds to thousands vehicles interconnected
by a Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) have been the very
first purpose of Vanetza. Since the beginning of this simulation
as tiny extension [9] of Veins it has grown to the sophisticated
V2X simulation framework “Artery” [10]. Meanwhile, Artery
incorporates INET as alternative radio model and supports
LTE cellular communication [11] as well as ranging sensors
attached to vehicles for environmental perception [12], [13].
Despite the growing set of features, the integration of Vanetza
into Artery still touches three main aspects:
C. Security
a) time progress: Simulation time in discrete event
Encapsulation of packets into a security envelope is an
simulations
is determined by the time stamp of the last
optional ITS-G5 feature that can be controlled for each
processed
event.
When simulating a huge number of vehicles,
geonet::Router individually. If activated, all data requests from
the
sheer
number
of events and their corresponding execution
upper layers are automatically put in such an envelope, i.e.
time
forbids
hard
synchronisation
between simulation and wallthe upper layer’s payload is cryptographically signed. When a
clock
time.
Thus,
the
simulation
time is used for triggering
signed packet is received, the signature and the corresponding
Vanetza’s
Runtime
instead
of
a
system
clock.
certificate are checked for validity. While processing and
b)
packet
handling:
For
performance
reasons, packets
creating secured packets is an in-built component, Vanetza
are
not
converted
into
byte
buffers
in
simulations,
i.e. the
relies on third-party libraries like Crypto++ or OpenSSL for
serialisation
step
at
transmitter
and
deserialisation
steps
at each
the cryptographic calculations.
receiver are omitted. Instead, receiving network nodes can read
D. Congestion Control
the data structures directly, which have been assigned by the
Similar to Security, DCC is a cross-layer in ITS-G5, i.e. its transmitting node before.
sub-entities interact with other layers as shown in Figure 1.
c) interfaces to neighbouring layers: Each vehicle is
DCC_acc acts as gatekeeper above the access layer, i.e. it equipped with a simulated radio model comprising the physical
enforces minimum time intervals between outgoing packets of and access layer for wireless communication. These layers
each priority class. DCC_fac adapts the message generation rate, are either provided by Veins or INET. Either way, Artery
so no packets are delayed or dropped by DCC_acc. DCC_net provides small adaptors fulfilling Vanetza’s access::Interface
– whose implementation is currently work in progress – is for transmitting packets. Received packets are passed as data
supposed to share Channel Busy Ratio (CBR) measurements indications to each vehicle’s geonet::Router. With respect to
among neighbouring nodes.
the application layer, vehicles process CAMs and DENMs by
use of Artery services.
E. Experimental Extensions
Though Artery builds upon OMNeT++, there are no technical
Due to its open nature, Vanetza is predestined for experi- reasons hindering the integration of Vanetza into other discrete
mental features. These can be variants of existing, standardised event simulations such as ns-3.
features or completely new ideas. Some non-standard extensions are already included and can be enabled on demand.
One example concerns the Security layer where whole backend B. Embedded Systems
implementations can be exchanged. It is also the Security entity
Vanetza itself does not require any operating system specific
which allows for customisation regarding the time point of
Application
Programming Interface (API). Thus, any reasonable
actual signature calculation, so-called “deferred signing” [8].
powerful
embedded
systems can use Vanetza as protocol stack.
Further adjustments can be made at DCC: While standardisaAt
least,
cross-compiled
versions of Vanetza’s dependency
tion dictates a state machine for evaluating channel congestion,
libraries
and
a
C++11
capable
compiler are required.
this can alternatively be done by a linear function. Last but
Prototypically, Vanetza has been deployed on the MKx
not least, the behaviour and length of DCC queues is not fixed
at all and allows for interesting experiments with respect to platform from Cohda Wireless. Among others, this deployment
exerts the proprietary MKx API for setting transmission power,
buffer bloat phenomena.
modulation coding scheme and priority class per packet.
IV. U SE C ASES
Though this platform comes with its own, proprietary ITS-G5
Vanetza has been designed and implemented with portability stack, running Vanetza on it is still beneficial: While the overand flexibility in mind. Thus, Vanetza is not eagerly optimised the-air packets can be inspected using network sniffers such
for a single use case but can be used in several scenarios. A as Wireshark, the stack processing itself is hidden in Cohda
selection of those use cases and how they integrate Vanetza Wireless’ kernel modules. Vanetza can be used as a whitebox
are presented hereinafter.
reference implementation on this platform.
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C. Continuous Integration
Beside VANET simulations and embedded systems, Vanetza
can also be deployed in automated test environments. Ideally,
test cases consume only little time so developers do not refrain
from running them often. Slow test execution might even stall
the development process when a continuous integration system
has to approve new commits.
V2X application tests should not neglect network behaviour
entirely for a speed-up, though. Otherwise test quality might
suffer especially for applications relying on multi-hop message
dissemination. For example, DENMs are disseminated using
GeoBroadcast, a routing paradigm using other stations as
forwarders. If no precise timing of channel access or extreme
channel conditions shall be tested, a detailed model of radio
propagation effects and network interface card behaviour can
be neglected. Compared to more detailed VANET simulations
the simplified test case execution picks up speed considerably.
A possible realisation might employ a simple directed graph
representing the connectivity between network nodes. This
could look similar to Vanetza’s routing unit tests employing
NetworkTopology, where each geonet::Router is assigned a set
of other reachable router instances. With this setup, network
and connectivity effects are still covered by the test environment
with minimum overhead. Furthermore, these tests can be
executed without any special hardware in contrast to a testbed
incorporating devices-under-test, i.e. actual V2X hardware.

Vanetza, there is no other open software currently available to
close the gap between application and access layer.
Yet, Vanetza must not be considered finished and further
features are going to be implemented as the V2X industry
moves on to Day Two and beyond. There are ideas to extend
Vanetza into various directions: While secured packets are
already supported, an integration with Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) is missing yet. Future applications might also require
further network modes beside SHB and GBC, e.g. GeoUnicast
(GUC). In that case, the GeoNetworking location service is a
prerequisite. If road side units were available over a wide area,
then “IPv6 over GeoNetworking” might get more attention too.
Contributions to these and other areas are welcomed, even if
they are experimental.
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Abstract—The “Providentia” system aims to enable highly
automated vehicles, which are connected with the latest generation
mobile networks, to obtain a far-reaching forward view on the
relevant traffic situation by means of distributed highperformance sensors and real-time data fusion. The project aims
to provide technologically pace-setting findings for next
generation (5G) mobile networks, for the creation of highly
reliable images of the reality in the infrastructure (“back end”)
with sensor fusion, for the supply of information to highly
automated connected vehicles, for the virtualization of complex
traffic scenarios, and – importantly – for the upcoming
standardization of fifth generation mobile networks.

Latest advances in vehicle localization, available sensors and
mobile network technologies for vehicle-2-everything (V2X)
communication offer significant opportunities for improved
cooperative perception, cooperative automated driving and the
development of supporting platform systems, which provide
necessary information to vehicles and drivers.
The goal of project “Providentia – proactive video-based use
of telecommunications technologies in innovative motorway
scenarios” is to significantly increase the perception range of
vehicles and drivers in highway scenarios with a combination of
data fusion and communication through the latest generation
mobile networks. A comprehensive look at the road ahead is
provided in a reliable, situation-adapted manner, while
information overload is avoided. The system is supposed to
function in optimal conditions, as well as under adverse weather
conditions. Parts of this technical report, which aims to present
the project, are based on the recent Providentia press release [1].

Keywords— V2X, autonomous driving, connected cars, 5G

I. INTRODUCTION
An accurate perception of the environment is a key factor for
safe manual or automated driving. An enhanced perception
range would allow drivers or automated vehicles to estimate
their necessary future actions more accurately. However, the
perception range is often limited by multiple factors, such as
other vehicles blocking the view ahead, adverse weather
conditions and general sensor limitations.

II. RELATED WORK
The low-latency and high reliability of 5G in V2X enable
new use-cases for cooperative automated driving [2].
Simultaneously, use-cases for automated driving have a strong
influence on the requirements for 5G systems [3]. Large scale
test bed implementations, such as the development of the farreaching forward view in a digital test bed in the Providentia
project, provide valuable data for the derivation of requirement
for and the verification of 5G systems.
The combination of a large variety of different sensors
available in mixed traffic scenarios with infrastructure and
vehicle sensors is further simplified by the development of new
concepts for smart adaptive data aggregation [4], which facilitate
the flexible integration of new sensor sources into data fusion
processes. A number of data fusion architectures are available
[5][6], while a broader range of these become applicable due to
the low latencies and high bandwidths of 5G communication.
Additionally, the development of new approaches for
cooperative vehicle-infrastructure localization [7] makes it
possible to derive accurate position estimates with limited

Fig. 1. Artificial traffic scene illustrating perception range of individual
automated vehicles on a highway in IPG CarMaker.
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information, based on the measurements of multiple connected
vehicles.

communication designs and sophisticated data fusion
approaches. The resulting system will provide critical
momentum to the introduction of highly automated vehicles.

A variety of highway monitoring systems have been
designed or implemented in the recent years to fulfill limited
tasks [8][9]. The value of V2X for a wide range of use-cases
has been highlighted in [10]. The simultaneous improvements of
5G, automated driving, machine learning and sensors now create
room for significant improvements in new systems.

The work on the project has already begun with the first tests
being carried out. Initial demonstrations can be expected in
about one year. The final presentation is expected in autumn
2019. It is planned to publish the results in suitable formats.
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Within the project, developments and large scale tests are
carried out in the A9 test bed. A research goal is to investigate
the interplay of various information streams in highly automated
vehicles, as well as the communication and back-end
infrastructure. Using data-fusion processes, a detailed model of
the environment is created in the infrastructure’s computer
system: – a “real time digital twin”.
The digital twin is the base for the far-reaching forward view
that is provided to the automated vehicles and the drivers.
Sensors, such as cameras and radars along the road, combined
with sensors in the vehicles and additional information derived
from the optimized, connected mobile network, provide the data
input for the data fusion.
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The developed system is directly applicable to mixed traffic
scenarios, including both vehicles with a variety of sensor sets
and degrees of automation. Such mixed scenarios will be of
major importance for years to come. Therefore, this scenario will
have a strong impact on the upgrade of the 4.5G
communications infrastructure towards 5G in the future.
IV. CONCLUSION
From the project, we expect technologically pace-setting
findings for next generation (5G) mobile networks, but also for
the creation of highly reliable images of the reality in the
infrastructure (“back end”) with sensor fusion, for the supply of
information to highly automated connected vehicles, for the
virtualization of complex traffic scenarios, and – importantly –
for the upcoming standardization of fifth generation mobile
networks.
The Providentia project will therefore demonstrate how road
safety and effectivity can be improved for everyone by
combining modern infrastructure sensors, the next
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